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What's happening with the hotsprings here? 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
What's cooking at the Skoglund Hotsprings? That's 
what a lot of people would like to know including 
Skeena MLA Prank Howard and former Agriculture 
Minister Cyril Shalford. 
The provincial ministry of lands, parks, and housing 
completed a study on the site over a week ago. It is not 
known what the fact finding committee is recom- 
14 Flavors 
DOTTLE DEPOT 
mending, if in fact there are any recommendations. 
Skeena MLA Frank Howard has written'Jim Chabot, 
the minister of lands, parks and housing, requesting a 
public statement on the government's intentions. 
"The minister has had a report in his hands for over 
a week now regarding the hotsprings," says Howard. 
"I had a letter delivered to his office by my secretary 
to impress upon him the need for an early statement 
on the spr,ings." 
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Howard envisions a multi-purpuse facility including 
plans to heat greenhouses and nurseries. He also says 
the Northwest Community College could use the 
facility for training students. 
"It is a bit frustrating to local residents to see this 
important and valuable piece of public property under 
lock and key and with a,gate across the entranceway," 
he said. 
Former Agriculture .Minister Cyril Shelford has 
been in contact recently with his ex-colleague. 
"I talked to Chabot and he says the study will be 
released probably within the next two weeks," be said. 
"He knows my views and is accepting some of my 
input." 
Shelford sees the development as beneficial for the 
whole area, especially for the tourist trade. Shelford 
hopes about $5 million will be pumped into the project, 
ff given the go ahead. LI .~ 
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Fulton wants action (Rent~) -- Pope John Paul 
has dashed the hopes of ByEDYUDIN danjgers of a spill. "This temporary delay liberal Roman Catholics by 
declaring that he will not Herald Staff Writer "They don't seem to ~ a $50,000 expenditure 
relax the rules of priestly may have grave ira- 
celibacy and Irrevocable placations and cost much 
commitment to the The government ' s  more in the future,"  
. priesthood. 
During his first three days 
in the United States, the 
Pope has Iroved that, while 
he Is among the most 
charismatic of recent 
pontiffs, he is also one of the 
most orthodoz. 
Nowhere in the three cities 
he has visited since arriving 
on Monday has the Pope's 
concern for Roman Catholic 
orthndexy been as clearly 
exlresecd as it was Wed- 
nendayin Philadelphia, the 
cradle of U.S. democracy. 
At a mass attended by one 
million faithful In 
Phlladolphia's Logan Circle, 
be w~ Americans not to 
use freedom as an excuse for 
~ml  !1~ / ,, . 
. . . . .  "~m in a Spe~htO-n'm]: 
.narlans, JoimPaul said that 
riests make "an 
ocable commitment" to
celibacy and to remaining in 
the priesthoSd. 
"Consider whether C~t  
iS ea,,]~ you to,the =.C.~l~_.te 
life.' he maid. You- can 
make a rasponsible deelsion" 
for celibacy only after you 
have reached the firm 
conviction that Christ is in- 
deed offmtng you this 
which is intended f~ the 
good ot the church and for 
the service of others." 
And he quoted St Paul's 
words to reaffirm his own 
~enghts: ,'There is nothing 
t I cannot master with the 
help of the one who gives me 
strength." 
":311to Pope added: "I want 
to femlnd you of the ira- 
.. poriance..qf fidelity (to the 
priestly nailing). Before you 
can be ordained, you are 
celled to Christ to make a 
free and irrevocable com- 
mitment to be faithful to him 
and to his church." 
One eantrovecslal spect 
of Pope .John Paul's brief 
papacy has been the free~g 
of more than 1,000 requests 
by priests to leave their 
calling. 
He is reported to be een- 
sldori~ now rules tougher 
than Pope Paul Vrs tolerant 
attitude towards the return 
of clergymen to the laity. 
Many priests have applied 
to leave the priesthood while 
Grace McCarthy is assisted by a resident of the Skeena Residences and Jack Cook in her ribbon 
cutting duties here Wednesday. photo u¥ Grog Mlddleton 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  agreement on a country- 3,500, and at a GM diesel 
Nearly 4,000 workers were wide contract, plant at nearby Ste. 
off the Job today at General Local union spokesman Eustache which employs 350. 
Motors plants in Quebec, Claude Pelette said picket "The orders were to stay 
despite reports the company tines were up at the GM plant out," Pelette, vice.presldent 
and the United AUto Workers in Ste. Therese, north of of Local 1136, said in an 
McCarthy opens home here 
By EDYUDIN while she was visiting RestdenceonSparksStrect, YearoftheChildandFamfly 
Herald Staff Writer Terrace, as first the then made her way down Achievement Awards. 
It was a busy Wednesday provincial cabinet minister along with about 80 other Before handing the 
for Human Resources attended the ribbon cutting people, to the Bavarian Inn awards, she emphasized the 
Minister Grace McCarthy, ceremony ofthe new Skesna for the presentations of the high priority children 
receive with the ministry of 
Auto workers walking out Over 4000 young people receive support services 
from the ministry. Mcet of 
the awards were related to 
remalnlng Roman Catholics 
because of the dissatisfac- 
tion with celibacy, have reached tentative Montreal, which employs 
Twister tears it up 
interview. But he could not 
explain why Quebec union 
representatives did not go 
along with the Country-wide 
plan, hammered out in 
Toronto late Wednesday 
She dispatched 200 The tornado -- not night. 
National Guardsmen to predicted by weather 
enforce the curfew and forecasters- destroyed the Robet Dean, head of the 
patrolthearea. Mrs. Grsaso, airport's Bradley Air Quebec section of the union, 
whose home was not Museum and its collection of was reported to be in Toronto 
damaged, said an ap- rare and antique military and could not be reached for 
plieation for federal disaster alrcroft, comment. 
aid is being drawn up. There were unconfirmed 
Bradley International, the reports the Quebec workers 
state's major airport, was There was no immediate were afraid the tentative 
count of the number left contract would result in their 
closed today, its regular and homeless by the twister, losing certain benefits under 
backup electrical power knocked out and the airfield Authorities are searching the Quebec pension plan. 
again today to determine if
any victims are trapped Company spokesmen in 
beneath the rubble of scores the Montreal area were not 
strewn with the splintered 
wreckage of helicopters and 
airplanes. 
"It looks like it's been 
bombed," said state Traas- 
tstlon Commissioner 
ur Powers. 
Rescue efforts after the 
storm were hindered 
becauaemcst of the Con- 
neeticut National Guard's 
helicopter fleet was de- 
stroynd. The few available 
helicoptere were broght in 
from other parts of the state 
to fly the most seriously 
injured to hospitals while 
roads remained blocked by 
~.1~1- 
of homes and businesses, available' for comment. 
, Company and union 
Killed when flying lumber spokesmen had said Wed- 
struck his pickup truck wae nesday there were some 
William Kowalsky, 24, of dealls to be ironed out at the 
Manchester. Ten of the lie Quebec plants, but ex- 
persons aemitted to hospital pressed optimism they could 
- -one  a ten-month-old baby be settled easily with no 
-- are in critical cenditiesL work stoppage. 
• In the tentative 
"It was like a science agreement, all locals across 
fiction 'movle -- a blg Csnada were supposed to set 
monster coming at you -- 
like there was something a date to ratify the proposed 
outside the windows," said three-year contract. But 
LaMontt, who is fn good Pelette said no meetings had 
...... t. hn~nital, been called yet for his local. 
WINDSOR LOCKS, Conn. 
(AP) --  A freak tornado 
, killed one person, left 118. 
others in hospital end censen 
damage stimated at .Lndre 
than $I00 million as It tore 
fleut. northcentral Con. 
The Wednesday afternoon 
twister, accompanied by a 
storm packing winds of up to 
138 kllometres an hour, de- 
stroyed a collection of rare 
airplanes and blew away 
homes and businesses 
through parts of Wtedsor and 
Windsor Locks. 
"They wandered around 
saying, 'Gee, my house Just 
blew away," '  Rev. James 
Silver said of the survivors of 
the storm. Silver's 
Cengregational Church in 
Poquoneek lest its roof and 
steeple to the winds, 
Gee, Ella Gruso, who 
lives in Windsor Locks, 
declared an 8 p.m. to S a.m. 
curfew in the stricken area 
to prevent looting and 
vandalism. 
services rendered for the 
care of displaced 
youngsters. She said the 
primary goal of all programs 
to aid children who are 
displaced from their home 
for whatever eason was to 
"seek to have the children 
returned to the homes of 
their natural parente." Our 
goal is to see the child get the 
best support possible 
whether the child is han- 
dicaped or not," she said. 
McCarthy added the drive 
for continued improvement 
for displaced and needy 
children will not cease when 
the Year of the Child ends on 
Dec. 31. 
The federal govern- 
ment has failed to replace 
potentially dangerous 
industrial equipment at 
its Prince Rupert grain 
elevator due to budget 
restraints, and Jim 
Fulton, the M.P. for 
Skeena, has called for 
"immediate action" to 
replace the magnets 
containing 
polychlorinated 
biphenyls or PCB's. 
"The fact that almost 
every facility in the 
country has responded by 
removing the magnets 
containing the  PCB's 
clearly points out the 
need for such action in 
Pr~nce Rupert ,"  said 
Fulton ~in eondei~rting the 
Tory government ' s  
failure to spend between 
$30,000 and $50,000 for the 
replacement magnets. 
The highly toxic chemical 
is used as a lubricant for 
the magnet,  which 
removes nails and other 
extraneous matter from 
the grain. 
All private grain 
elevators have replaced 
the equipment, adhering 
to the labour cede. The 
previous Liberal ad- 
ministration had also 
removed the equipment 
from virtually every one 
of its elevators - -  Prince 
Rupert being one of the 
few exceptions. The 
money . had been 
budgeted for its removal 
before the Trudeau 
government's  defeat 
earlier this year. 
Charlie Paul, the 
superintendent of the 
Prince Rupert elevator 
says the treasury beard 
refused to allocate the 
replacement funds as 
part of its restraint 
program. 
"The magnets are 
dangerous, more so to the 
worker than the con- 
sumer,'! he said, pointing 
to a minor leak in 1974 at 
the Pr ince Rupert 
elevator. 
PCB has been known to 
cause changes in skin 
~ i gmentat ion ,  bone eformities and has 
resulted in stillbirths 
when the chemical in- 
filtrated the food supply. 
Paul acknowledged 
that the workers at the 
grain elevator appeared 
to be oblivious to the 
realize what danger there 
is." 
attention has recently 
been drawn to Ab- 
botsford, where a spill in 
Billings, Montana has 
had its effects. The eest of 
the cleanup was far in 
excess of the money 
needed to replace the 
magnets. 
IN KITIMAT 
Fulton said. He has 
wr i t ten  Agr icu l ture  
Minister John Wise, 
asking for some govern- 
ment move to rectify the 
situation. He adds there 
shouldn't be a double 
standard for private and 
government elevators. 
Plan sees bay 
used for port 
Kit imat's • proposed that Minette Bay may be 
eomm~l J~p J .a~,  cir- ava i lab le  fo r  port 
culated to all residents a development as a result 
week ago, has already of alienation of the 
been revised. 
Minette Bay, reserved 
in the original proposal as 
parkland and green belt 
for recreational use, has 
been changed to joint 
industrial and recreation 
use on the basis of a 
telephone call to Van- 
eouver. 
Mayor George Them 
told residente who at- 
tended a public hearing 
on the proposed plan 
Tuesday that "in- 
dications have been 
received (from the 
federal department of 
Environment Canada) 
habitat through minimal 
water circulation and 
industrial undertakings." 
A report prepared by 
William Schouwenburg, 
chief of water use 
d iv i s ion ,  hab i ta t  
protect ion divis ion, 
Environment Canada, on 
the feasability of a ferry 
terminal east of the 
Eurocan dock limits the 
development to 600 feet. 
The report has not yet 
been received but 
telephone conversations 
cont 'd  on  
page 3 
Trade deficit up 
o•ACAROL GOkR WA (CP) -- For the 
first time this year, there 
was a deficit in the balance 
of trade. 
Government figures 
released today show a $141- 
million gap between imports 
and the merchandise Canada 
sold abroad. 
Statistics Canada rsported 
that expom Increased by a 
mere 3.1 per cent in August 
from July, but imports rose 
by 6.4 per cent in the same 
period, lmvlng the country 
in the red in itJ merchandise 
account with the rest of the 
world. 
Imports during August 
were valued at M.45 billion 
while export nslee amounted 
to t5.$1 billion. 
The ~2.btllion trade sur- 
plus Finance Minister John 
Crabbe has predicted for the 
year is Ix~innl~ to lock 
almost unreachable. Two- 
thirds of the way through 
1979, the surplus was $857 
million. 
The figures contained 
further bad news for the 
government and business 
community. 
'The $77-million surplus 
previotmly reported for July, 
ce a prelim~ary basis a 
month ago, wu revised to 
'ale million. . .  
Since the beglmi~g~ ci
June, there has been tolal 
surplus in merchandise 
trade of less than $100 
million. 
If the government t. forced 
to revise the August figure 
because final statistics how 
the situation worse than it 
now appears daring that 
month, the three-month 
f~ could be dismal. 
Th~ mall  surpim com. 
pares with st,rplnsea of more 
than ~ mUl/on in a single 
month at the beginning of the 
year. 
Most economists are 
warning that the worst is to 
come. With the U.S. moving 
ever deeper into what now 
appears to be a prolonged 
receulen, sales prospects in 
that country, which buys 70 
per cent of Canada's exports, 
are likely to deteriorate. 
Helpline gets credit 
Helpline For Children, the new child abuse 
emergency phone service, has already b~en in- 
strumental inpreventing fatalities, according to whet 
Human Resources Minister Grace McCarthy, said at 
the Year of the Child Award presentations in Terrace 
on Wednesday. 
"If we he dn't had the Helpline in the last few weeks, 
some cases would be statistics today," she said. 
Helpline for Children is a 24-hour toll-free Zenith 
number established in August across the province. 
Since then over 5,000 calls have been received. 
"Some of the calls are not concerning child abuse or 
neglect," she commented in explaining the hiah total. 
"Some are just people concerned about themselves." 
The people are then referred to the proper counselling 
or aid service. 
As soon as a complaint comes in over the number, 
immediate action is promptly taken. In many cases, 
reports by parents, neighbours and even children has 
resulted in preventative action. There are still reports 
of child deaths he admitted, but the figure is drop- 
ping. 
"We are attacking child abuse and child neglect 
with a vengeance," she added. "The resulis are well 
worth the investment. 
I 
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B,, FS I Offshore deal revealed 
O~t~j~onO, C~)rN/r ~ a~r~i~eanwt;o~u~a~ry~;~ considered, adciing.th,t he - -  ' government had K6'dasire to 
M e take away !~il0tte. already 
correspondence Wednesday cerning the transfer of held by naVY's people, 
TORONTO t~,r, - -  The aluminum plant, ownership of offshore "As .~'  discussed in Ot- 
UnltedCburchofCanadabas The FalconSridge shares, --o.~o'/IN~'r'~N'°l mineral resources, tawJb m.e arrangements 
b sold Its shares in Falcon. part of a $140-miltlon United The correspondence wlt~ I~  certainly Involve im- 
d brldgeNickelMinesLtd, ato Church portfolio, had been Premier Brian Peckfor~ I )or tant  regu la tory ,  
loss in protest against he boughtoverl0orl~yearsfor ~/O~CE acknowledges federal ac. legislative and indeed 
company's investments in about ~L~0,000 and were sold eeptance of four basic constitutional changes 
"! South Africa, Chile and the last week for ~L~75,000, SAID principles that were agreed to verbally when the two before everything' in in 
Dominican Republic, a 
church official said Wed- The moneywsareinvseted FAKED leaders metherelastmonth, ~e , "  the prime minkter 
nssday, in Alberta Gas Trunk Line , LONDON (AP) -- The Clark's letter, dated Sept. ~l~e agreement says ~e 
One of the five companies Co. Ltd,, Alean Aluminum determined, defiant 14, says the same prinelples central government will 
.~ in which the church rein- Ltd,,Norcon Resources Ltd., words were Winhton will guide federal eontlnue to hold Jurisdiction 
negotiations In talks with for the protection of the 5: vested the proeseds i  a part- Teronto Dominion Rank and Churchill's. But the deep other provinces assuming environment, national 
• . owner of a South African Ivaco Ltd, and resolute voice which ownership of the seabed ' dafenee, customs n.dexclse, 
premised that Britons resources, shipping and .~/~Igatlon, 
' Grits fired on energy .wouldflghtonand"never Theeamedealhesulready external aff~ffs and the 
surrender" was that of a been promised to Nova managen~efft of In- 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The motion of non-confidence in BBC actor, the stand-in ternati0ffal and in- 
Liberals plan to make the minority govermnent, has reveal, a f te r .  B a l l  
energy the major i~ue when Marc Lalonde, Liberal years, p is now Parliament meets next energycritlc, esrlter said he "Very nice," saidl o o n  t I re  ~s'revlncisltradeandplpe" 
• Newfoundland should own 
would recommend to his Churchill when he heard l the offshore mineral 
colleagues that a non- 
confidence mot ion-  pos- 
sibly defeating the govern- 
ment -- be introduced if 
Petro-conada is abolished. 
The New Democratic 
Party, whose MPs also are 
meeting today, also is op- 
posed to any weakening of 
Petro-Canada. 
The caucus was only the 
second time the Liberals 
have met since the May 
election although many 
commit tees  studying 
everything from trans. 
portation to housing had 
periodic meetings during the 
Bummer. 
week, MPs said today prior 
to their final meeting before 
Tuesday's throne speech. 
"We will deal mainly with 
energy in the throne speech 
debate," said Bob Keplan, 
MP for Toronto York Centre. 
Quebec MPs, who com- 
prise 67 of the party's 113- 
member delegation, have 
also vowed to concentrate 
their attack on Progressive 
Conservative government's 
energy policies, especially 
the fate of the Cmwnowned 
Petro-Canada. 
Marcel Prud'homme from 
Montreal St. Denis, said 
Liberals were discuss today 
the issues they feel strongly 
enough about o introduce a
Canada helped the most 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Canada Affairs Minister Flora 
has done more than any MacDonald. 
other nation to help Viet- Maelehese, in Canada on 
namese refugees and more private business, had heen 
requests for such aid would asked by the federal 
he out of line, says Sir government to visit Ottawa 
Murray  Mae lehose ,  and discuss Hong Kong's 
i governor of Hong Kong, position on the refugee 
, "I would like to thank the question, 
; Canadian government for HongKong, an8~5-squure- 
' the lead they have given the ktiometre British colony on 
world in helping to solve the China's outheast coast, has 
problem," he told reporters a population of about four 
Wednesday after meeting million. Maclehese said his 
with Immigration Minister government has taken in 
• Ran Atkey and External 250,000 Asian refugees 
THURSDAY 
Norman Shelley's im- 
per~ooatlon f him. "He's 
even got my teeth right." 
The date was June 4, 
1940, and Churchill was 
reporting to the H~e of 
Commons on the defeat of 
the British army in 
France and Its evacuation 
from Dunkirk. 
"We shall not flag or 
fail," he said. "We shall 
fight on the beaches, we 
shall fight on the landing 
grounds, we shall fight in 
the fields and in the 
streets, we shall fight in 
the hills. We shall never 
surrender." 
Churchill had been 
ime minister for only 26 
ys. He was too lousy 
with the war to repeat the 
speech for the broadcasts 
he felt were needed to 
defy Hitler, to buck up 
Britain's forces and her 
territories oversees 
He ordered the British 
Council.to find a double 
for his voice. The council 
went to [he British 
Broadcasting Corp,, and 
the BBC produced 
Shelley, a staff actor who 
played A. A, Milne's bear, 
Wianie the Pooh, en a 
children's program, 
; ~ . ,  
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under investigation 
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - 
The U,S. Federal Avlatior 
Administration is in, 
vestiaatiug the opera.tlon ofs 
• balloon used in an us. 
successful attempt to make 
the first non-stop balloon trip 
across the U.S. 
The F,a.A said Wednesday 
that the 10-storey-high, 
helium filled DaVlnel 
TransAmeriea was. not 
regin~ered as required. 
Officials also said no 
clearance was given when 
the balloon broke through 
clouds above Tillamook 
Ore., on Sept. 26. 
Federal  regulation~ 
require all aircraft' no! 
tethered and carryin~ 
passengers to receive 
authorization from aix 
Iraffle control to avoid the 
risk of collision. 
"The operation of th, 
balloon is under in 
vestlaation," said Riches 
Hendersbn, chief of th, 
FAA's general avintio~ 
district office in Portland 
An FAA investigator, wh~ 
asked not to be identified 
said no contact was mad, 
with any F~A facility durinl 
5 p.m to midnight 
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resources and hold the same 
legislative Jurisdiction as 
the flight, despite numerous now regarding resources 
naws reports that such would within provincial bound- 
he the case, he said. • aries. 
The gondola of the balloon It is expected that con- 
bore the identification stitutlonal amendments re- 
number N4DV but aqu l red  to make the transfer 
spokesman for the FAA's legally binding will take 
registration centre in Ok- months to work out. They 
inhoma City_ said no such will be discussed at some 
registration had been issued, point at a federal.previncisl 
The FAA also said no such conference, 
aircraft had a certificate of , Clark said that "while 
airworthiness as required, details of the agreement are 
A balloon is composed of being worked out 'ex- 
two parts,, the envelope ploratlon and .development 
which contains the helium should be able to. proceed 
and the gondola which without hindrance." 
carries the occupants. A Bntltwasnotimmedistely 
Minneapolis company clear whether Ottawa's in. 
donated the envelope but Dr. tentiun to retain control over 
Fred Hyde, the nevigatn~ protection of the en- 
the DaVIncl, was unable vironment could hold UP 
name the owners of the drilling operations. 
gondola. Clark said that before field 
"The gondola was work began, proposed off- 
originally purchased by the shore programs would have 
AEC (Atomic Energy to be carefully studied with 
Commission)," he .. sR'Id authorization " depending 
before leaving Ohio .on upon, among other things, 
Wednesday. " I 'm not pollution prevention and 
exactly sure who owns it. It's safety, 
one of those government Information derived from 
things that happen. But don't offshore drilling would have 
PrThint that." to he passed on to Ottawa 
e FAA confirmed the became of the continuing 
designation. N4DV was "federal  n eed-toknow 
reaerved bythe commission requirement for the for- 
in 1974 for a gondola but no mulatlon and' lm- 
registration was received, plementatinn of national 
Hyde and Vera Simona of energy strategy." 
McLean, Vs., who broke a There was no mention of 
leg when the balloon crash- jurisdiction over pricing, a 
landed In Ohio on Tuesday power that now rests with 
after a 135-hour flight, ere the federal government. 011. 
listed by the FAA as having rich Alberta has been 
valid balloon pilot, cer- arguing for more provincial 
tfflostes, control in this area. 
Rudolf Engelmann was .... Correepondence~wan , also 
released between Clark and 
listed as a pilot in' public the other premiers affected 
relations material but the by the federal decision, 
FAA said it could not find a 
record of a pilot certificate 
being issued to him. 
Engelmann, a scientist at ' A MAGNETIC WRITER 
the National Oceanic and At- Charles Dickens believed 
mespherie Administration that magnetic forces helped 
laboratory atBoulder, Colo,, him to create and he always 
could not be . chad  for ~!med~_ bed toward the 
I WORLD BR'EFS I 
LONDON (Reuter) -- 
Patriotic Front guerrillas 
are under pressure to accep! 
British constitutional 
proposals for Zimbabwe 
Rho~ieslo-- or be blamed for 
the breakdown ofthe current 
peace talks. 
Foreign Secretary Lord 
Corrington" the conference 
chairman, tabled the 
detailed proposals Wed- 
nssdny at a session attended 
by both the guerrillas and 
the Salisbury government of
Bishop Abel Muzorewa. 
The British blueprint 
contains many points to 
which PatriotiC: Front 
leaders Robert Mu~ahe and 
Joshua Nkomo havp~ already 
objected since the talks 
began more than three 
weeks ago. . . .  
But Corrington said In a 
television interview ~that If 
the guerrillas reject the 
proposals it ~vill he ira. 
possible to go forward. 
L , 
Pol Pot force pete  
TAKONG KRAO HILI.~, already have takan~:d heavy 
Cambodia (AP)  - -  toN. / 
Weakened forces of the 
ousted Pol Pot regime ap- 
w ar to be facing defeat as a e Vietnamese army re- 
stunes its offensive with the 
ending of monsoon rains. 
Reports from camps in 
northwestern Cambodia, 
where the Vietnamese have 
driven tens of thousands of 
guerrillas since invading the 
country and installing a pro- 
Hanoi government, indicate 
that disease and starvation 
"Malaria and starvation 
have probably killed off 
more of the Pol Pot!people 
than the Vietnamese army," 
one Western diplomat Said. 
Some analysts predicted 
before the monsoons: began 
that the guerrillas ;would 
take advantage of the rains 
to strike at the mechanized 
Vietnamese forces. 
But the weather that 
stalled the Vietnamese has 
brought malaria 'and~death 
to Pol Pot's forces. 
Dixie Ray dumps ray dump 
0LYbIPI~,Wash. (AP) -  "We will not tolerate 
Gov. Dlxy Lee Ray is closing sloppyprocedures," Ray 
the low.level nuclear waste said Wednesday night in an 
.storage dump at the Hanford television, interview. 
Nuclear Reservation as of 6 "I am oi'dedng the site 
a.m. Thursday, the gover- closed to the recent of any 
nor's press secretary said further adioactive material 
Wednesday night, until I can get a ~h~a~ 
Janet Smith said Hay from theNuelear Reguhlt~ 
made the'decision to tom- Commission that they will' 
porarily close the dump near enforce the proper measures 
• Richland in south-central to assure "" pro~er 
Washington after, the psckaging," . . . . . .  
Washington State Patrol . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , l  
reported three improper Ray said that one d the 
shipments Wednesday. trucks was slightly contain 
One truck was hauling sated. All three trucks were 
at Hanford Wednesday 
night, the station reported. liquid wastes, the waste on another was improperly 
packaged and the third truck 
was overloaded, Ms. Smith 
said. 
Ray called a news con- 
terence for9 a.m. Thursday 
When shipments'  are 
resumed, Ray said the state 
troopers would inspect 
shipments at the border 
before allowing them into the 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .~ . . . . . . . . . ,  • .  • . . ,  . . . . . . . .  :.......,. :::::::::::::::::::::  .:.:.:.:.:.:. . .:.:.:.:.:.  :.:.:.:.:.:.:.......?..........:. :.1.:.1.:.: ;:. :.1.:.:. : .  1.1.1...1.1.1.: 1.1,:. :.:.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,1.1.1.1.:.:.1.:.1.1.1.1 . ... .  ~:~:~:~:~:.':.:'':.:..'.....'...'..'~.......~....'........'.......''.'....'.. 
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Photo  by  Jack Cook is honored for Ms work In the community by Grace McCarthy and Terrace Mayor Dave Maroney. Oreg Mlddleton 
Locals get 
Awards here 
In opening up the new 
Slteena Residence, a home 
for retarded adults, Human 
Resources Minister, Grace 
McCarthy said the project 
represented a "tremendous 
challenge tothe community" 
and noted the residence was 
a much needed facility. The 
reclpienta ofthe Year of the 
'Child and the Family • 
Acblevement Awar~ areas" 
follows: 
Janet and James Caruso f 
Terrace; Mrs. Pamela 
Grimshaw of Terrace; 
Charles and Trean Crown of 
Terrace; Mr. and Mrs. Dave 
Gardener, Sr. or HoUston; 
Rhena D. Gardiner of 
Houston; Jack Cook of 
Terrace; Mrs. Gayle James 
of Topley; Mrs. Kay 
Striugfellow, o{  Houston; 
Joan' :i.~ynch .. of': ;Hsgeltea; 
Mrs. SarahKingof Kith~i~t; 
and The Terrace and District 
Christian Council for Social 
Res ,ources. 
LIBRARY BROWSING J 
By :, .... I 
ED CURELL and MARIA  YOUNG; : I  
The uphoa~i~lof the i~as[ n~onth is subs I~at ' t~  ' -  ' 
Terrace Library. Within a few days we should be 
returning to a more normal state. 
The benefits we and you gain from the renovations 
far outweigh any inconvenience aused. The major 
improvements that are underway or completed are: a 
larger children's area, increased reference shelving 
lso that the collection can be substantially 
broadened), record listening facilities and rearranged 
~ elving in the adult lending area to facilitate 
owsing, provide more study tables and mostly to 
make a visit to the library more pleasant. 
• New books this week include: 
Breath easy: an asthmatics guide to clear air by 
Stanley Reichmnn. Reichman's text is quite basic. He 
discusses the physiological condition and the causes of 
asthma before moving on to the characteristics of the 
individual situation and the recommended treat- 
ments. 
~Untouchable: an Indian life history by James M. 
Freeman. This is the autobiography of.Mull, a forty 
year old untouchable as told to Freeman. It is a 
fascinating look at what life is like at the bottom of 
India's social hoirarchy. 
The Druids and their heritage by Ward Rutherford. 
This is an examination of the mysteries of the Druids 
in the fight of recent historical research. 
Five stories of Ferrara by Glorgio Bassani. Bassani, 
the author of "The garden of the minzi-Continis" and 
ba award winning novelist, has composed stories 
which now stand as classics of Italian literature. 
i Homes o~ Kings by Flavio Costa is a look at palaces 
~d Castles from China to England. This is a 
beautifully illustrated book which will enchant, 
f~mcinate and instruct. 
i From the children's corner: 
• !Emergency mouse by Bernard Stone is a delight- 
Itilly illustrated easy reader. Adventurous mice 
overrun ahospital to the amazement of a little boy. 
, Maritime mysteries by R.H. Sherwood. Nineteen 
haunting tales from our Atlantic provinces make this 
a real thriller. 
LACK OF HELP 
HUR T CANVASS 
F 0 R THE BLIND 
• A lack of canvassers in Terrace has hurt the 
fund raising efforts of the Canadian Institute of 
the Blind. 
Blitz organizer AI Pursehke says people 
continue to give generously, but the Monday 
night canvass didn't raise as much money as 
" expected; 'simply because there weren't enough 
,~ p~-pie 'g0i~g. door'to door. ' . . . .  
• " I t  "Will be down from last year but I think 
people are getting a ]/tile tired canvassing," he' 
explained. Due to Monday's disappointing 
results, CNIB organizers will continue to can- 
vass the area throughout this week. Those 
wishing to help out, should contact AI Purschke 
at 635-5222. 
WEATHER I 
Northern Mainland, Queen 
Charlottes: Sunny today 
with cloudy periods 
becoming cloudy by evening. 
Mainly cloudy Friday with 
occasional rain, Highs both 
days near 15, lows tonight 5 
tea .  
Chilcotln, Cariboo, Central 
In.terlor: Cloudy today 
becoming mainly sunny 
later this morning,. Sunny 
Friday with increasing at.~ 
ternnan cloud. Highs beth 
days near 14, lows tonight 
zero to 4. 
Thompson, Okanmgan: 
Sunny today with cloudy 
periods this momiug. Mainly 
sunny Friday. Highs both 
days 17 to 20, lows tonight 2 
to5. 
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TERRACE QUIPMENT 
4441 Lakelse Aveaae, Terrace 
PLaiN 
with Schouwenburg 
appear to indicate the 
government has no ob- 
jection to port and in- 
dustrial development at 
Minetto Bay. 
Council's plans for the 
area now include: port 
facilities, roll-on roll.off 
facilities, marine repair 
facilities, a ferry wharf, 
marine highway goods 
facilities, low-impact 
industry and develop- 
ment of an industrial 
area with public access to 
the waterfront. 
"The concel~t that 
indusb'ial, recreational 
and  commerc ia l  
development should be 
separated is no longer as 
widely  recogn ized  
provided the develop- 
ment is done in such a 
way as to provide for 
joint use of space and 
access to all areas,"  
Them said. 
He also said En-  
v i ronment  Canada could 
see no problem with 
dredging the silt from the 
Kitimat River that 
chokes Minette Bay and 
prevents the water from 
circulating. 
Chief Heber Maitland 
of Kitamaat Village, 
however, said the band 
council will oppose the 
proposal because the bay 
is already badly polluted. 
Maitland said the band 
council had not been 
infonaed of the proposed 
community plan or the 
public hearing, although 
The Herald, Thursday, October 4 1979, Pqe I 
.frolll else 
the village is down 
channel from Minette 
Bay and the band owns 
land on the hay itself, 
which would be affected 
by any industrial 
development. 
"I've got a little sur- 
prise for George Them," 
Maitland said. 
He said 75 per cent of 
the water in the bay 
doesn't move because the 
bay is extremely shallow 
and choked with silt from 
the river. 
"If they dredge, there 
won't be any water in the 
bay at all at low tide," 
Maitland said. 
• He said the band had 
considered developing 
their land at Minette Bay 
for housing or a trade 
school "but where would 
the waste go?" 
Maitland said the band 
is opposed to anything 
detrimental to the en- 
vironment. 
"We have to live with 
the results of decisions by 
fly-by-night councils," 
Maitland said. 
"We will have to see the 
plans and if we do not 
agree, Kitimat council 
will definitely hear from 
me und my people." 
The rest of the com- 
munity plan proposals 
predict more of the same 
kind of development 
Kitimat has had since its 
beginning. 
Plans include more 
development of self- 
contained neighborhoods, 
each containing shopping 
areas, parks, a school 
and recreation facilities. 
Commercial 
development will still be 
focussed in an expanded 
city centre, although 
council is considering 
allowing small busine~ 
owners to live above their 
stores. 
Council is also con- 
sidering a change in 
zoning to permit home 
owners on Mallard and 
Oriole Streets adjacent to 
the Nechako parking lot 
to operate businesses in 
their homes, 
Northmen 
to travel 
The Terrace Northmen 
rugby club is off to Ab- 
totsford this weekend for the 
Third Annual Gobbler 
Tournament, put on by the 
Abbotsford Rugby Club. 
This is the second visit by 
the Northmen to the Gobbler 
tourney. Two years ago they 
finished sixth. 
This year, the Gobbler will 
be divided into two separate 
tourneys, one for first 
division clubs and the other, 
the Northmen's event, is for 
third, division clubs. 
Spokesman Ken Llpinski 
said that he Northmen are a 
high third or second ivision 
team. 
Their first game will be 
Saturday at 11:30 a.m. when 
they meet he Portland Pigs. 
The Northmen will be 
playing three .games 
altogether, 
• i 
! 
~• i ,  ¸ 
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EDITORIAL 
Ken Noble Is a former Kitimat 
hotelman and is now the p, resident of the 
British Columbia Hotels Association. 
He knows the hotel Industry. He also 
knows the possibilities in the hotsprings 
here. 
IN OUT 
Ct~ 
IRA ADAMANT 
made up its mind 
its course of action 
even before the Pope spoke. 
IRA members have in the 
past been threatened with 
excommunication from the 
church but this has not 
swayed the IRA mere- 
bershlp. 
And the Pope seemed to 
aense that he faced adifficult 
task when he said that even 
ff his voice is not heeded, "let 
history record that in a 
difficult moment in the 
experience of the people of 
Ireland, the Bishop of Rome 
set foot in your land, that he 
was with you and prayed 
with you for peace and 
reconciliation, for the vie- 
It was some years ago that Noble 
looked Into taking over the Skoglund Irish ignore peace  Hotsprings Resort but in an Interview in 
Terrace recently he said he feels It has a 
great potential as not only a tourist 
af f rec t lon  and  money  maker  In I tself ,  By BRUCE LEVETT has taken the lives of  Pope's views, the mere fact 
LONDON (CP) --  The thousands of people, that the cnasefire idea was 
but  as  a draw fo r  o ther  bus inesses  in pope's trong plea for peace And it seemed at first that quickly rejected would 
town. inNorthern Iretand seems to the Pope's pleadings may suggest that the IRA had el- 
Noble, who was in Terrace to speak to 
local hotel owners Sunday, says the 
business operation of a hotsprings 
development should• be turned over to 
private enterprise to run. 
In" Noble's view, the provincial 
government should apply for a federal 
government rant to  assist in a 
redevelo the site and then offer 
have little impact on high 
guerrillas who draw their 
support f rom Roman 
Catholics on both sides of the 
Irish border. 
The Stun Fein, political 
front of the Irish Republican 
Army provisional wing, 
boldly challenged Pope John 
Paul on the morality of the 
IRA cause, emphasizing 
a o e there will be no ceasafire in 
w mopment of the six counties. 
the facility for lease. There had been some 
help restore tranquilllty, 
despite the fact that two 
British soldiers were 
wounded in an ambush nea~' 
Beifaat even before the pepal 
plane left Shannon Air l~.  
The IRA claimed rmpenni- 
billty for that ambush and 
some observers mggeated 
initially that this claim may 
have been that of an isolated 
unit seekIng to ensure that 
the IRA leadership doesn't 
heed the Pope's pleadings. 
But as it turned out, the 
IRA seemed etermined to 
continue the struggle, 
seeking "freedom" from 
British rule In Northern 
Ireland. 
But there is one element in 
hopeafter the Pope's 
We feel the potential of the land merits heavily-attendnd visit to the Irish republic that the IRA 
multiple use but that Noble's scheme mlghtbepersuadedtoJoinin 
shou ld  at l eas t  be  d i scussed ,  a canseflre. But as in the 
past, the IRA seemed to turn 
• its hn k on the pleadings of 
the Roman Catholic Church. 
./. ,// 
,/ .,I [' :." 
# 
plan 
Pope's pleadings have not 
fallen entirely on dent .mrs. 
Much of the guim'llla force 
on beth sides of the ztruJ81e 
la mada up of y~.~_ 
followers andthe Pope a ap- 
paarance seemed to have 
profound impact on the 
youngsters who followed 
him. 
In addition, the terrorists 
on both sides have strong 
and weak supporters. Those 
who have given their support 
reluctantly might be le~ en- 
thused about their an- 
darsement in the ~iht of the 
Pope's p leadS.  
But whether there is suf- 
ficient falling away of 
OTTAWA 
VIEWPOINT 
By JIM FULTON 
• As the opening of the Parliament draws closer, we 
don't have too much detail on what the government 
will be presenting to the House of Commons and the 
citizens of Canada. We do imow that a hudg~t will he 
,, " t t presented to us before the end of the year ; ha the 
government will he attempting to dismantle 
PelroCan; that the tax credit scheme for mortgage 
holders will be submitted to Parliament. 
The budget will be the critical item for our con- 
sideration: this will determine where the new ad- 
minlslration of Joe Clark is going. Our unemployment 
oblems, inflation, and taxation questions will either 
addressed or passed over in the budget presen- 
tation. While we all hear and talk a lot about unem- 
ployment and inflation, our taxation system b not 
examined as much as it should he. Hopefully., that will 
change in the new Parliament. 
As an Individual and as a Member of the Now 
Democratic Party, I have consistently believed in a 
progressive tax system, based on the ability to pay 
and on a basic understanding of fair treatment. 
Unfortunately, our tax system has moved further 
away from that principle, 
Special interest groups have successfully persuaded 
both Liberal and Conservative governments hat they 
'~ead a tax break". These "brealm" have been built 
into our tax system at the expense of 'ordinary in- 
dividual iaxpay~s. For example, our chartered 
hanks, long protected by the Bank Act from com- 
petition, have also managed to pay incredibly low tax 
rates. In the second quarter of this year, the Imperial 
Bank of Commerce had a profit of $39 million but paid 
no taxes. For the next quarter, total bank profits were 
~91,160,000 and they paid a combined tax a te  of 10.4 
par cent. An unmarried worker earning $180 a week 
faces a higher tax rate than the hanks! Clearly 
something is wrong. 
There are too many similar examples: high Attic oil 
drilling, described by the oil tycoons as "high-risk 
investment" is in fact a subsidized tax shelter with 
virtually no risk. By deliberately foregoing taxes on 
operations like Dome Petroleum, 'the federal govern- 
lent  has financed up to 93 per cent of this firm's Attic 
operations. We have no share in any oil found, no 
ownership in any part of the operation, yet we paid for 
9~ per cent of the cost. Dome hasn't paid any taxes in 
ten years. Shell 0il paid none in 1978. This alone is a 
gond.argument to retain PetroCan and re-write our 
tax laws. 
support to impress the At other levels, there are more examples of our 
terrorlats is questionable, taxation problems. The Registered Home Ownership Perhaps too much blood has 
beenshedturaslatthestron~ Savin~s Program allows individuals to put $1,000 a 
temptation to seek a. at-  year into a tax-free mortgage fund. But is this an 
tiement thrungh continued effective.way of.helping'people to own their own 
annasainatione, ambushes helen? One official in the Finance Department says, 
the developments that might tory of Justice and love over 
' . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ~ A Protestant terrorist have someimpactonfuture hatred." 
group, the Ulster Volunteer Roman Catholic support for, Amid continuing loom and bombings that have "My personal guess is that, so far (since 1974), almost 
Force, seized the political the IRA. While the Stun Fein over the prnspect for peace already wrecked a sub- none have been used to buy houses." It is simply, a 
initiative by calling for a emphasis that it was not in Northern ireland, thereis atenttal part of downtown chance for people with extra thousands to cut their tax 
ceaaefire in the struggle that seeking a clash with .the the lingering hope that the Belfast. hill. 
We need some new approaches on the question of 
By DON 8CHAFFER taxes. The Conserva~ve tax credit scheme for 
, mortgage holders doesnt help people who rent, those 
Idontl Ten' Winter s visit to Terrace was who have airead id o Cdne y, y . . . . . . . .  ". y pa f r their homes, and anyone 
corn_ ~fl_.~mented Sunday evenmg ~mte) nytwo_ , , .~f~mov les  • .~:else wno doesn't have a. ~o.mor~a~e Many . . . . . .  hnm,~ 
• . ..... • ty " ' p cosup. 
The movies were Inherit the Wind, with Spencer she has been living with a ns  wer  e d ~he ~eh~"r~l eagxp~lnor~hamt'~' ~c~,~sae~l ]~ i?=P~:Y~a;  
Traey, Frederic March and Geue Kelley, and A Man 
for All Seasons, starrln~ Paul SccLieid, Orson Welles 
and Leo McKern. 
Beth films deal with the nature of Christianity and 
Its mlatlm to the self. Both deal with the effects of the 
rsion of Christianity to selfish ends, and the 
lnmgady which inevitably ensues from such a 
perversion. 
Both also show how powerfully positive a force such 
abeliofeanbe, whenutillzednot for the self but for me 
greater good of the human race. 
As in any good film, neither deals with black-and- 
white, cantrasting ood m' evil. Shades of grey are 
presented both in the moral and political aspects of the 
characters. So it should be, for this reflects life. 
Sherp contrasts rarely exist in ' real  life. 
However, there was a notleable contrast between 
lhe T~raee Alive presentation I ~ttended Monday. 
evanlng and the Saturday mornln~ TV evangelists 
who we am all exposed to If we wish ~o be !: 
When Winter and the members ~'kls.team offer a 
g ayer, it isn't a prayer for money,~ l~eep the talk- ow host flnanolally solvent, or to hel~ him out of his 
kgal problems. Winter does not get ~ stage to ask 
every member of the audience to pledge $1,000, as I 
was horrified to watch Jlnuny Bakker do one mor- 
nths. 
Winter is exactly the opposite. He is sincere and 
human in his presentation and l~s personal manner, if 
you can meet him .Rer a show. His singers ana 
musiel~s do not offer insipid pop.bnsed songs, which 
come from the same computer that turns out many. of 
the top-40 hits that (me hears on secular radio. 
Howewr prdessiouai they may be, they aren't slick 
with all that connotes. 
I wasn't one of the converts that came forward at 
the end of the evedng. I don't know if that is 
mmethinll to be proud of or not, but as a lqe-long 
lept lc ,  one night of entertainment and persuasion 
won~ change me. 
One thing is eertain, though. Winter, to all ap- 
pearences, is a sinecure and~henest man, in sharp 
contrast o many others who profem to do what he 
iDes .  
He advances the cause of Christianity, even for 
doubters like me. Rather than getting on TV and 
pre~hi~ and strutting, cajoling and playing on the 
emotions of the crowd, he is a dignified and eloquent 
lnlUl. 
Most of the TV evangelists do more harm than they 
do good for their cause. Their irrationality and 
manipulative behavior puts you off, but Winter is 
different. One leaves the R.E.M. Lee Theatre feeling 
that he really meanait, i honestly think he does. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Death can be very 
beautiful. 
SO says a retired nurse, 
who works as a volunteer 
with' a local group 
dedicated to dealing with 
death. 
She is a member of 
instead of dying in their 
homes surrounded by 
family. 
In Canada and the 
United States, a backlash 
began about 10 years ago 
and today there am about 
1,050 institutions for the 
terminally ill, said Jo 
Hennny of the Canadian Pilgrimage, a Vancouver 
group set up to visit the 
terminally ill who often 
spent their dying mo- 
ments alone. The 
volunteers trive to sit 
and listen instead of at- 
Cancer Society. 
These places are often 
called hospices, the Latin 
word for resting place. 
Pilgrimuge began with 
a phone call four years 
ago whana social worker tempting to counsel the patient. 
It (death) can have so at a hospital saw some 
much meaning for the lonely terminal patients. 
family," she said. . He contacted Denis Boyd, 
Some advocates of 32, an employee ofCatbo- 
llc Community Services, 
apecialised care for the end suggeated he set up a 
dying, say modern 
medicine has disrupted volunteer.olr~ visiting pro am. 
society's method of P11gr lmage has 
coping with death, reached out to Lavina 
The elderly now die in Beale, 62, confined to a 
imtitotionsllkn intensive- bed with a cancerous 
care units at hospitals tumor in both lungs that 
l 
for three years. 
"You notice I'm not 
saying dying of cancer," 
said Beale, an oxygen 
tube protruding from her 
mouth. "It's your mental 
attitude that's im- 
portant.'Y 
Mrs. Bcale said regulnr 
visits by Joyce Buchanan, 
a Pilsrlmage volunteer, 
have been rewarding. 
Mrs. Beale has one'child 
and three grandchildren. 
"I think it'a a mar- 
vellons idea," she said. "I 
don't know what l'd do 
without Joyce. She'a so 
good to me. We talk about 
everything under the 
SUn," 
Many of the volunteers 
have• been previously 
exposed to death,  either 
of a friend or relative --  
end according tea survey 
conducted• by, social 
worker Chrlata Bunton, of 
the 31 volunteers who 
NE CAREER 
~emeaUonalro 26per e~nt of 
were expesod to 
death less than a year 
'before J imug P i lgr~ze, 
and 26 per cent had lost a 
child. •# 
Britain already lm an 
established system of 
hospices for the dying 
while in Canada there are 
~r~cayl hnsplces in Mon- 
, Halifax and St.'  
Boniface, Mu. 
Vancouver my soon 
have its own hospice. ~ 
year, the B.C. and Yukou 
I~anch of the Cauadian 
Cancer Society funded a 
NO,O00 study on heapim 
fare. 
And administrators at 
Vancouver General 
Hospital and  Royal 
Jubilee in Victoria are 
having preliminary talks 
with the provincial 
government, which in 
responsible for health. 
care. 
Veteran writer retires 
dy TOM McDOUGALL to write a weekly column for 
HALIFAX (CP) -- After the Toronto Star. But 
writing roughly 6,000 daffy whether Watkins will con- 
colnmns and other dlapet- tinue to supply him with 
news items from the 
mythical Prairie community 
of Lilacis likely tobe  a 
subject of delicate 
negotiations. 
Bain answered with a be- 
mused hell.grin when a re. 
porter asked him why he de. 
elded to switch to the lectern 
from the typewriter. 
Because it was 'time, he 
said. He feared what all 
columnists fear, going stale, 
and he wanted to quit before 
it happened. 
So, when King's president 
John Godfrey offered him 
the university Job, he 
thought it over and visited 
Halifax. He liked the city and 
was pleased to find it had 
good restaurants. 
Besides his cotumn for The 
Star, he hopes to do some 
freelancing and, perhaps, to 
write books. 
However, looking after the 
approximately 50students at 
the only degree-granting 
Journalism school in the 
Atlantic provinces wUl be a 
fall.time Job. After an ap 
parently successful laun- 
ching a year ago, the 
achooI'a composure was 
shattered this spring when 
its first director, David 
Oancla, suddenly resigned in 
a dispute over budgets and 
moved to the CBC. 
In his letter of resignation, 
Oaneia contended that 
King's had reneged on .a 
promise to provide enough' 
resources for a top-quality 
- school. How, he asked, could 
he hire a qualified, full.time 
journalism instructor for the 
,uthorized salary of $18,0007 
ehes over 25 years for two 
Toronto newspapers, George 
Bein is emharktng on a new 
career as a university 
teacher this fail. 
There is no reason to doubt 
that the urbane political ob- 
server, connoisseur of good 
wines and occasional uthor 
of witty light verse can make 
an easy transition to the 
8roves of academe. But the 
culture shock will be severe 
for Clem Watkins Jr., 
Johnny (Silk Scarf) McGecr, 
Harry Lea and the other. 
residents of Lilac, Saak., who 
have entertained readers of 
Bain'a columns for years. 
Bain plans to take time out 
from hisdutlea s director of 
the University of King's 
College school of Journalism 
BOin said he has not en- 
countered the budget 
problem so far and that the 
university had found a full. 
time instructor and several 
part.time lecturers, all of 
them tup-qnality people. 
Boin's move ends a long 
career with the Toronto 
newspapers, most of it as an 
Ottawa columnist. A native 
of Toronto, he started with 
The Globe and Mall as an 
Ottawa correspondent in
1262, and two years later 
wrote its first regular Ot- 
tawa column. 
He served in the Globe's 
London and Washington 
bureaus from 1957 to lm4- 
before resuming the Otlawn' 
column. He moved to The 
Star in 1972 am editorial page 
editor, then resumed the 
Ottawa column, A View from 
the Hill, which appeared for 
the last time July 90. 
to a certain group. 
Inclosing, I'd like to quote a colleague of mine, NDP 
Finance critic, Bob Rae: 
"Our tax system is a haven for those with ingenious 
accountants; it rewards the greedy; it punishes the 
hard-working; it favours certain companies, notably 
oil and gas companies, mining companies and hanks, 
and penalizes the average worker." 
I remind sll Terrace residents that my represen- 
tative here can be reached at 638-1818. Or you can 
writa me directly at the Home of Commons, Ottawa, 
Ontario K1A 0X2. I would appreciate hearing your 
views on this subject or any other. 
I Ill 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
We are having the fiftieth 
mniversary celebrations of 
cur school. We know that 
many former students have 
settled throughout the 
Fovince, and since we have 
rely had graduating classes 
for ,he pant fourteen years, 
we are publicizing the 
evening in as many ways as 
imdble. 
'Point Grey Secondary 
School will celebrate its 50th 
anniversary Fridy, October 
26th at 7:90 p.m. All former 
staff and atudents are in- 
vised to attend this evening 
d reunion. On display will 
he photographs, year.benks 
and memorahilia, and for 
sale will be school 
Dear Sir: 
I know we had a provincial 
*~;ection on May tenth. I 
rmnember that the docreds 
ran Mr. Shelford as their 
candidate. And even 'if I 
wanted to forget, the Socreda 
won't let me. 
I live of Queensway and 
every day on my way to work 
and beck again I see Secred 
election signs hanging in the 
trees and pasted on the 
souvenlers, mugs and t- 
shim. Featured will be a 
dance with music from the 
past fifty years. 
Point Grey Secondary 
School, until 1965, was known 
as Point Grey Junior 
Secondary School. It was 
built in 1928 when the cities 
ef Kerrisdale and West Point 
Grey were annexed to 
Vancouver. 
For further lnformatim 
about he 50th Anniversary 
celebration contact Point 
Grey Secondary School, 5350 . 
East Boulevard, Vancouver, 
B.C. VeM 3V2, (e04) 261-6291. 
Thank you very much for 
your attention and co- 
eperstion. 
Yours truly, 
Miss D.L. Graham 
bridge foundation. ' 
That election was more 
than four months ago and I 
really don't want to be 
~hemindad ny more. I wish 
e Soereda would be like 
other parties and show some 
respect for my eyes. Please 
remove the election signs. I 
would certainly llke that. 
Yours truly 
Ray De Kergommeaux 
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BRIEFS I Pl lot praised for a good try 
B @ C D  " ' ' * ' I I o f :~ eNCOUVurEvER(o~CP)o~-O~. " o~l~ilt~t vdoi~V~h?~rsi~ged~ ~o~rea~h':HeS:°iddn.E'~hS; v~ cPiv]:n, t 35B, r i : f  n R i~: ;~,  l_og::r.°bo~:~)~ 55sY~ur~ aid h/:p.~t.~ena#~ec~eltisdna~i 
. . . . .  I day s West Coast Airlines that claimed two lives, done any more then ne did, B.C., was killed instantly in uur~. ny, sam m an  m- pusht  me next fl isht back to/ 
VANCOUVER (CP) " "We don't acoept he fact crash of a Twin Ottor float "I figure the pilot did but lt sure was one neli of a the crash near the south tervlewnenantrsve~eaup vancouver. ;I 
British Columbia Hydro's that Hydro needs another plane said Wednesday that everything possible to avoid experience." coast community ofSecbelt. .andd.ew.n. the coast mnce1944 .."It all~hap~nod ~ fast I/! 
plan to develop the Site C dam," said Mlchlel "There • ~I .  naa. nover..l~Wn, on a al(ln't set a enanee m pray I 
• "twin utter tram ~untmy but l sure did aftsrwaros, hydroelectric power project are other alternatives in- , ' 
~F~"L '~] r l~  ~" D~" A]~ "I don t think the otwas he sald on the Peace Rlver near Fort eluding conservation and ~.~. J t .~ J~J~ • • ~ • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~_. . . . . .  • -.. - - .  . l  
St, John in northeastern B,C. other energy sources," , a~ mmh uam oac~nwne Mennwnne, a cnecx ot 
calls for a dam that would The association has I "  ,r' " I [  1 WaS seated two seam ~ehiad propeller l~ge  on another I 
• • Craven with passenger West Coast Twin Otter create an 80-kilometre produced a 12-pa e tabloid . ntroal " I 
reservoir floodln about which is ~t rem~ critical . . i . . ,  . . . . .  . . Up coast f fuard ro l  Ralph Grimm of Mo , showed It was not set to 
e . . . . . .  ~ . ,  o f  . . . . . . . .  a .  . , ,~ acres m rsrmlan¢ e~ ,ym'o n approach aria j . -  ~ p; l , , : , ,  died. M~,d.,,a . .  ,pedflca!in,e, said.  airlin~ 
_Hydro's.ann.oun.eement stresses ~ assets of the VANCOUVER (CP) -- A orovince-widecivllairpatrol andflnancestoinerosse the helicopter. Skeily says that m~u.rzes utrerea in. me v/c_e-p..r.eslaentuanJoy: '~  
~o~y mat ~t p~m#~ t'e~e_ev, a~ey.. . . . . .  ~.___.  much expanded role. for a Involving flying clubs and mon.~y.flylns..ra~o_f_~e44~ .compared with_the main- ~h.en  suffered cuts to _Pre~m..mary{rupor~s~y 1 
-e~..7 . , -  - --~.~-. ,.,.,-.,-,~ ,u. on.  raummmt, .~ , :~ .a .  UPqalos to at least 7~ notmh, mnance ann crew . . . . .  ~mn., - - ' "6""o  "'~"~""; newlook Canadian Coast commercial airlines coot- d hand the project brought lm- for the B.C. Land Com- n,,o,.d ~,.h~. a ~.m.m~ni..d ,.o,,~ ,h,.~.,,h o ~.o,.,~ Skeliv uraes requirements of the cutters, his chin: f or.eh.ead n! . . .  'the crash might have been l 
mediate criticism from mission, saldWedneedaythe s arch and rescue structure civil se~Chmaster Presentssarchnndrescue this .would be hiahiy cost an.aer~,~...~s..~gntmp ca u~.  b.y a faulty push.red, I 
Patr!ck .Michiel of Dawson flooding caused by the dam ,o. . . . . . . . .  d~d hv MP ' marine overations are offlelent, w~ ~bl© ~ climb out of the pert m :us propeller linkage, I 
t.weex., chair_man of t..~..r#0- will eov.er a. to_tal_af xe, .~0 ~mon~'"~e l~y ' (~P -- Manpower and budget of designed a~und the three Three strateglcaily.hased .w.recr~ge ,~_~_oreemergeney which elm~ged the pitch.of; I 
m e.mu_er ~eace v a~!ey aercsmem.~e#~.aer~, m. Comox.PoweliRiver). ~e  4.42 Squauron_ at 28.~-metre cutters, Racer, mini-cutters and several orewsarnve~ . the p.ropeu.er.o:~oncengme:] 
~'nva~_._.r~nenma,,a~0cm(~on, e agricultural lane Hehas re~redareport  uanadlan ~orce? uase ReadyaodRlder, whichare ~nsedcobinreecuellfebeais The plane, chartered m Lq_~rort~altmtoreverBe~, 
~t ,vowed a_ lOngL~,_~h ..reserve. He eald S.000 of ooPaef f l /~stucarchand uomox are osseu on an unable to operate in deep amo should be added to tbe Type Air Lines Ltd. of "rranspo.~t y.~-.e~ hn~l 
~'~1~ __~_ae~p ~nu preleu~ mese_.e,oeo .acres .are rescuec~erationswhichaiso e tablished mon.thly,41]dng water or in adversa weatbor, coast guard flcet, thereport J~helt by WestCuast, was issued s di.recu.ve.i;':~! au ] 
,v ,~ .~-~ -u .  . . . . . .  ve.g.emm.e..p~o. ~cm~ lane:, calls for a malor financial rate of 50 hours nut m tach he notes, and are "now over says. . ~ a ncbeduled flight ~ 1 ' TwinOttersnecuecsco~or.a , 
p~,~v:,o~ o2 ,da~v.~.~r  o .e , , ,~a  ~yoro casono~ commitment b~ the federal says .Skell.y, the incrsa.se in their projected life use limit . ~..t also calls for.additioual Pewell River fro m_V.an- possible . . .p rob lem . .m[  
7.- . . . . .  .-.- 7.~----.:,, .-.t.e~ . . . . . . .  "..":"~.'-': unvern~lent to B C needs soarco ann rescue mctecnts hv five veers" noucoptern and hovercraft couver wnon It eraoneo mm propeuer.ngage ne~ore mey I 
ms community ,~ atreauy ~or me removal of mm tuna -- . . . .  ca ed his rate to be ex . . . . .  an us t - end u a of resent trees while attempting to ~ a ain , The 37. ear-old frealun . pgr (ling p Y g , ~ 
boo.min.g andhe s far from f~m the roserve.Bu.thecaid MP. bro~er of MLA Bob oseded by 30 per cent last T.h. e threecutters should be equipment and proposes land at Porpoise Bay. . West Coast s three float-] 
exctteo at me prospect oz It Is posslom zor ltymo to go ~,~I,,, ~,,n'~p Alberol) year end is expected to ue replaced with a modified movin~ the rescue centre Recalling the final ui Twin Otters are 
an.other dam. ','_We'~make ..dirse.tly.to ~e e~..hinet toget ~ i~t l~ '~tudy  was cem'- exceeded by 56 per cent this dee.ps~ tug or similar vessel from -Esquimalt, outside moments of the  ..flight' ~kP~Ped~e air .af!~ main.; I
~o~. .~ c~ear ~m~.,.u~.. me rune out ox me reserve, missioned by federal NDP ye_ar.. . . . . .  wire au-weather capability, Victoria, to the federal jacouaen salq tl~. pup.t was. . .~nee  clmcgs, OUt JOy ualu t 
. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  leader Ed Broadbent. The aetence ministry speea, moaern com- transport mmts 's vessel attem tmgp~ mme,ez~ that wnsn one p.mne~ was 
ri.ghts .hen. ring and we'll he n~ane~vs,~rele,~eT~sd~Y i The recommendations, hould immediately allocate munieation and rescue traffic manoge~rY~t centre bUt ~e prone would not inspected, mechamco. ~.oun~ 
aeman~.m.g very, very ;;~'~'~'.;".'-",,~;".',,."'~".~" which Skelly said should be the necessary manpower equipment including a deck in West Vancouver. tee_pone. . the tolerance on a penn-roe 
suostanua.l ..e.ompe~m,.at!o.n..~"~'~,'~,~,~'~'~"~,;"~,~ uhnsed in over l0 years, H.e..~ld. the...pmn, e was wea notupto .soecifieat!o~ 1 
~..rom n..y.m~o. ,'~  ne sale. "'u ~, ,~ ,,ms,'" "~"~"~'°t'~' T,"',~;,"~ ~vould see the Coast Guard ~ • 1 1 ~/ I ,  , 1 1 rapl.dly, losms alutUae overs  and the fault was corr,:, tee: • 
nyoro tmngs mey can throW refeasingenvironmeatol a n d " " "  " " '~  . . . . . . . .  taking over vessels and womm area on me east moo Darrei Smlm, regional 
usanereuaorapartormto,  . i " on rta  way myozzs  cut  DaCK nf the hay and the pflot was controller of rivl l  avistlon 
arts centre like givinga bone .socto-eco, mm e..r~xa'~.. .  .t. . . . . . .  * - -d the RCMP - ~' _ _ _ appa~ntly trying to bring for Transport C~nada, ~ ld  i 
to a dog, then they can fro'get me pro~ect an mat me panuc ,,-v,,,- . . . . . . . .  e • • • k the planedewn i a clearing the propelle~ linka e' t in- '  
,, can review the re i and becoming the resourc ~vl~n he l such peace offerings p posa. , ,a , , , . , I , , t ,a  for h. t  .nmn talkzn  s t r ]  e ueartheshorelluew.h.enRhit d n~[sw~eafnctor . . . .  . . . .  o . . . .  nal base ~ ..--,,. . . . . . .  - -  . . . . . . . . . . .  , , , i _ _  ' r Uwlae' Site C Is located 18 In accordance with all coastal res,~nslbilities ~ some trees ann erasnee, ca,ea mr a we l 
_ ome . e.pet .m fro  provincial government  lu g rchT r eue, VANCOUW.R (CP) -- Fariey."Wear not.go to S,C. llspek.mnnH h of 
• raylor, ana.,,aoour o~ policy, Hydro added, an law enforcement and British Columbia Railway justtucnarounaanaacoept Armstrong sald several men .~.~'.")P.°J'~"'~_'~_'~,.~ v -~,~"L-'~'--'~',--"-..,~--*-,, I 
kilom~u~,o~,,,,~©o,~,~,,,, environmental  impact monitorin of activities has reduced planned iaynffs their position, were hired from Eastern menSm, u.uc a . . l~on ~ u ,na~m,u,,ue,,~ , -,.~_,_, 
St.Joh.n. l,two~dcom~ri~ea statement will be issued in wlthinthe~g200-mileeconomin .but the action has not .'.'We do.not inte~ toback Canada several days ago. ,t~..~am ~ r~.ht w~go~t wM ~t,~et~i~a.n~e, it wa , .  
w-mct~c-.mn..~,rm~m..u,m advance of any public zone. . . • . lessened strike threats oy ou .on mm one. Tnore s a "It's a most unfortunate -ms,~- , - ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  , • • " 
ac...r~s me. river,, wlm a hearings "Coast Guaz;d officers 2,200 unionized employees, goo(1 possibility they (B.C. situatlon but we cannot _ _ • } 
spmway ana pawernouse on '. . . . .  sbouldboeiventhanowers of B C Rail announced Rail) are going to get into predict economic swings W[III[II vn ,  e[  INIEIESIED IN I I tK I I l  ,, , !  i ~e rtSht bank. Tl~e.power Miehi.ei . S.ala .nlS peace officers," said Skelly w~¢i~sday it had completed trouble. Last in is the first out. ' . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . .  , _ _ '  " , 
plant ..woulu.. con.t.am s.lx ..asJtocmnon nan.m~n a slmg "This should enable the a review of the layoffs, as . Farley said three men lost . Ladner said.tbo number of AM [XTIA TH0USAMD nKAII$! .! 
ge~tmg,  umts.wlma tomJ tiyoro.tormonmamrele.ase enforcement of marine and promised the Council of $3,000 each after moving myoffawasreaucedbyreong r 
comDmea capacity of 97~,000 this impact report lm- air r~,|otions flsh|,~ and Railway Unions last . their families to Vancouver the set-up mr repairs. There . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
" ~  ' " '~  F~¢K Wi le  ~ ' lne  M~nrooms in  1he  WOOOS or  on  me kilowatts, mediately. ~,.~.a~.~.o~ ,.r.o~.~.o Saturday, and reduced them followin~ comnanv uromlsos will be cutba 
~," "~, , ; ,h  ~,]=~'=[,'~'='n' to 47 members of the uer- nfn~rm~nent]~s'.l~ow they i fb ) r~,  but they won't mounteln and MII them to us. : . 
Uran ium search  in  mi l l i ons  man-entstnff'Th~rC°mmP:'~nY- are" out of wo;k. ' " he ell/ninatod, he said. We offer h'om SS.00 ,o U.00 per lb. d~mdlngonslze ! 
L ' , code infractions ~id  23 .tempo Y . " . . , _  . . • and quality. ,I 
VANCOUVER .(CP) - -  paper .says.. . . . . . :  He c~ld no[ p~vide cost wte~lT~e°tl~Yff ~v~P~eYe~: j us t  wants  nurac le  , 
S n on uranium ex- The onam~er sela me sum~ esu93ates tor;~ me many ,, 
~IP~n~Hd~n, in  Ri, ltlah anent on .uranium' ex.  ch~ ~ he'.~Ivocated, but early.. . . . PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- read: God is an equal oF- I 
~o'lumb~a" thls"ye~-i'a"~t'~ ' i oratlon represen~- '~t  f5 *~ sei(["~onom~es * wonlcl be . Omy I0 worsers are to no  A woman seeking to become partunity employer." _...  
patted- to total ~6.5 million, per cent of the total realized to nffset some of tbo tam at me urown cor- a Roman Catholic priest Ms. Heffanan, of t'nna- 
tbeB.C, andYukonChamber estimated expenditure on financial bUrden, poration's boxcar plant in 
of Mines says in a paper pre- mineral exploration in B.C. Among the major Squumtsh, B.C;, where 80 
sentod Wednesday to the this year. So far four radio, recommendations thereport workers were to have been 
royal commission inquiry active sites have proved to makes are: laid df. 
into uranium mining, be potential uranium mines. --Construction f a central However Norm Farley, 
D,,,I,~ ,h, . . . . .  ,u,,,~,, . . . .  . coastal emergency landing chairman Of the  union 
~l.  . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  , The most intense ex- -~-  - -  ..-,,- - - , , -  council says no iavoffa are 
"no commercial minin~ of . I^ . . .M  I.  ~.,- . . , ,  ,. ,h,. ,tr,p at ~e--~c. ,u;  . ,.. ~ • . . o . .  ~u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~eaUon of a civil air pa- accepmnle. 
urammn nns been cameu Kelowna area, said the ,_.,.. ' " He said union renresen- 
out in the province," the chamber. "~,~ann lna  nr ,h~.,~ ,,nMt tatives will meet wl~ B.C. 
fu~-~'~u~[ero"'°; - ,  - - - -  : - .  Raft and, depending on 
. . . .  - • - " '  , .... 1~'~-"----'ff-"lacUte~'t ~ o/i Van, ~ i'esuitsofthosemeeUnp, the 
' " " ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ - - " "  ' . . . . .  ! ns MU brass  :beat boate,,~ml.on;,mig_ht, cancel its pa 
• that reupond"chiefly to mgru~e ~'noay. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A guilty verdict on an .in- recreational boaters; "As far as l'm concerned, 
former Macmillan Bloedel dietment against Do.us!as --Institution of a service nothing has changed," said 
executive was acquitted Doubleday, who heaaen the oh,,..,,r.~ n,mln**na nlt_qmlrt 
Wednesday by a county company's woods preser: cref-"-t°wi'~h-~r~e~lo'w~s'-l~ 
court Jury of corruptly ac- vative division, calm weather; 
cepting benefits of more than ~,h~ .I. . . . . . .  ,-  ^* --Replacement of commu- 
$300,000 in dealings in the - -~ .. ~---e~-.,  .,,A ..?, nicatlons equipment at CFB 
sale of utility poles, corrupuy aceeptmg oenents Comox. 
The jury deliberated two and one of fraud, cover~e~ tbe --Purchase of new and 
daysbeforereturnlngthonot period between 1965-19"~; t,;~ad~[itional vessels and 
.. ~l~q~pment. 
'~ ~ . ... : ~r;i~',~,';~,~,:,9 S~reh and rescue In-. 
t t le  b gs  -o , -mo, . - - .  L i  _u  o - . - - - . - , -  c . t  .ro 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  "Third.gennration per.,.(.~t per year, ,s~,.ys 
Pesticides aren't afuel-proof pesticides mimic hormones, Ske,y .s. report.. The 
solution to in~ect problems and applying them to insects prop.oruo.n .oz air. over 
became bugs f~et wise to the at aporopriato times will marine mctaents ts amo 
chemlcalsussdngainstthem mess up their physiology," increasing slgnlflc.a.ntly, r
say some of the 200 insect said Dr. Mary Chance of the The report no~s mat ope - 
University of Manitoba auons ~rom me rescue 
specialists attending a five- Applled in the spring', the coordination centre in day conference of the En- 
tomological Society of now pesticides can stunt he Victoria.. now ..equal .more 
Canada. growth of a mosquito or man nan ct au searon aria 
render it impotent, rescue operations inCanada, 
Became most insects live preventing it from breeding but the Victoria centre gets 
some numbers, they often in the summer, she said. only one-third of the total 
But there are no perfcot budget. 
short lives and breed in awe- 
mutate in a decade or two, 
developing strains which 
thrive on chemicals which 
would have killed their 
ancestors, said Dr. Peter 
BoRon, a pealolngy lxofessor 
at Sim,w Fraser University. 
"Yet, can apply them 
(pesticides) wrongly," he 
said. "If you give them too 
little for too ions, the insect 
adapts very rapidly." 
The development of third- 
generation pesticides has 
helped, said several en- 
tomologisis. 
chemicals, said Bolton, 
because one pesticide might 
affect other species. Another 
possible solution is genetic 
control. 
"In this what is done is 
breeding genes into a 
species, introducing a happy 
accident into the wild 
population," be said. 
The release of impotent 
mesquites ina problem area 
would cut the number of 
mosquitos bred in the next 
generation. 
J udge  scut t les  fer ry  suit  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
British Columbia Ferry 
Corporation damage action 
against nunion was scuttled 
Wednesday when a u.u. 
Supreme Court Judge said he 
had no Jurisdiction to hear 
the ease. 
The ferry eorperalion sued 
the " Telecommunication 
Workers' Union for alleged 
unlawful picketing at 
Departure Bay near 
Nanaimo Jan. 2, 1978. The 
picketing lasted five hours 
and cancelled some ferry 
asllinls. 
Justice George Murray 
said cancellations un- 
deubtedly caused amage to 
the corporation and the 
corporation alleged it was 
carried out in pursuit of an 
unlawful conspiracy. 
However, the union said 
the court has no Jurisdiction 
under the Labor Code oe B.C. 
which provides that a court 
may award damages for 
conduct contravening the 
code if the provincial Isbor 
relations board has deter- 
mined that the cond~t was 
wronR and consented to 
proceedings torecover dam- 
~le  Judge said that the 
board had made no deter- 
mination that the union 
conduct had contravened the 
code and that it was common 
ground that the board had 
not consented to the court 
action. 
The report says that iiSht 
aircraft safety and con. 
venienoe ishindered became 
there is no central coastal 
emergency landihg strip, 
leaving little room for fuel 
safety margin and no room 
for a forced landing in bad 
weather or if unforeseen 
problems are encountered on
the.central coast. ,~ 
"TheUme and costs (of) 
~dr SnatChes would certainly 
t ' l{  be '  redue'~d~ with the 
reduction in  the number of 
incidents of overdue and 
downed siroraft I /an emer- 
genoy field were available," 
it says. 
Skelly says there are in. 
dications U.S. interests 
would be willing to meet part 
of the cost of establishing 
and maintaining such n 
facillt~ because of the heavy 
use ol the AlashaLower 48 
air route by U.S. flyers. 
The report also recom. 
mends organization of a 
CORRECTION 
This Is to advise our customers of an error 
on PAG E 2 of the "Home & Hardware Sale" 
tabloid. 
The Sears Best 16" Gas Chain Saw should 
read: 
Stock No. 097 459 896 DL  w i th  a regu lar  
se l l ing pr ice  of $269.98 and a sale pr lce  of 
$244.98 for  a sav ings  of $25.00. 
waited outside John Cardinal 
Krors residence Wednesday 
night in a vain bid to gain an 
audience with Pope John 
Paul. 
"Perform amiracle, make 
my daughter a priest," read 
a sign Edith Heffeuan waved 
as the Pope's motorcade 
passed by on the way to 
dinner at Krol's wooded 
estate. About 2,050 per~ns  "I. feel he toXlerstands 
had gathered near the en- " ' oppreul0n, ''~ the day.care 
trance, teacher said. "As long as 
Mrs. Heffenen's daughter, women can't be ordained, all 
Judith, 32, held a sign that women are opprened." 
deiphin, said she is one of 
1,000 Roman Catholic 
members of the Women's 
Ordination Conference, 
women who want to become 
priests. 
"I've waited my whole life 
for this day," she said, ad- 
ding she thought he Pope 
would he open to her plea. Pleas contact the following for further Information 
Wayside Grocery Ltd. R. Slglyama 
4711 G Keith Avg. 14:5 India 
635-4575 624-4185 
TONIGHT ot 7 :30  pm 
in the 
R. E.M. Lee Theatre 
Terrace, ' J1 '. ; , . .  
' ;tL , %~..' . . 
JESUS CHRIST: 
MORE THAN A SUPERSTAR 
Special youth night 
with a 7:15 p.m. concert 
by Salmond 8, Mulder 
e:•nffsored by the Chr is t ians  of ace and area. 
Everyone ought  to come at least 
elite. 
t 
L 
'I' 
L 
. . . . . . .  i i i i , , 
I 
I 
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Second Thoughts 
About First Aid 
By Abigail Van Buren 
~' 1979 by Chicago Tribune.N.Y. News Synd. Inc, 
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for urging readers to take a 
course in cardiac pulmonary resuscitation, review the writ- 
ten instructions periodically, and later take refresher 
courses in order to know exactly what to do for victims of 
cardiac arrest. 
Perhaps neither you nor your readers are aware of what 
can happen when well-meaning people don't know what hey 
are doing. A smattering of knowledge is worse than none 
CPR instructions half-forgotten put me in the plight rm in 
today at age 60. 
Last year my husband, 65, had a heart •attack on the golf 
course. His buddy, who had a little CPR information, pound- 
ed him into breathing again. 
My husband lived, but he has no memory, is unable to 
work at all, and is totally disabled in just about every way. 
You see, if the brain doesn't get enough oxygen in those few 
seconds after the heart stops beating, severe brain damage 
can occur. The heur~ ean be made to resume beating, but the 
bruin dumuge is permanent. 
So I was left with $6,000 worth of hospital bills (no Blue 
Cross. either)-and had to go back to work to take care of 
our family. 
My advice is - i f  you aren't sure of what you're doing, in 
case of a heart attack, do nothing. I'm sure my husband isn't 
thrilled to be just '*breathing" for the rest of his days. He 
talks constantly but makes no sense at all. Sign me.. .  
HALF A WIDOW AND UNGRATEFUL 
DEAR WIDOW: Thank you for writing, I learned 
something today, and so did my readers: A little learning is
a dangerous thing! 
DEAR ABBY: My husband is an engineer for a large oil 
company. I am very supportive of him and his work. We en- 
joy our weekends together and are especially fond of fishing. 
A service company has invited the engineers from my 
husband's company on a deep-sea fishing trip on a superb 
boat. It's something my husband and I have wanted to do for 
a long time, but couldn't afford. 
The wives were invited on a previous fishing trip, but 
because some of them got seasick and sunburned, they are 
not included on any more trips. I'm a good sailor and don't 
see why 1 should miss a terrific weekend because some of 
the wives are wet blankets. 
I intend to demean the name of this particular, callous er- 
vice company every chance I getl 
What can I do to change this business practice of enter- 
taining clients on weekends and excluding the wives? It's 
the pits] 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~...: . .  ,WIT~ .HHOL~,..MY NAME 
DEAR WITHHOi~D: ~Yowikm start by writing to: the 
heads of the company and stating your objections. But 1 
urge you not to demean uoy company with whom your hus- 
band's company does business, if you can't help your hus- 
band, don't scuttle him. 
DEAR ABBY: Your column about he 14-year-old boy who 
thought he had VD and didn't know where to go for help 
might have shocked some of your readers, but it came as no 
surprise to those of us who work in public health. It is com- 
mon. 
It may be helpful to youngsters, parents and educators 
alike to know that here in Virgioja,..V~D.treatment is F~tEE~ 
at Public Health Department elinicg: There are no age lilnits~ 
for patients. Treatment is confidential; consent of pa~ents i  
NOT required. Other states probably have similar laws to 
help reduce this serious epidemic. 
Too bad parents and schools don't educate our youngsters 
about sexual matters early in life. Obviously, 14 is too late. 
MARK S. SMITH: RICHMOND, VA. 
DEAR MARK: A week after I published the toll.free 
number for the YD HOTLINE 11-800.523-1885|, 1 phoned to 
find out what kind of reaction they had had and was told by a 
volunteer that they have been flooded with calls from peo- 
, pie of all ages with questions about VD symptoms and 
where to go for free treatment. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
framces Drake 
ARIES 
(~.  ~.~ to Apr. ~) - - , '~'~ 
Tension re famliy or part- 
nershipe requires a new ap- 
proach to an old problem. 
Then, follow through with a 
willingness to complete tasks. 
TA~US ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Worry re work should not be 
shouldered. Find time to enjoy 
leisure activities with loved 
ones. Listen to the ideas of 
mate or close allies. 
G~V~ " 2o) ! !~.  (May 21 to June 
, Review spending habits. 
Find less costly ways to enjoy. 
leLsure time. What's asked of. 
you is a new perspective 
towards fun. 
c,~c~ O~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
Domestic problems could 
arise. Enjoy a ulKht on the 
town, preferably at a new 
place. Then make your 
decision re a family matter. ~o ~ 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 
Don't waste time worrying. 
Share thoughts and problems 
with loved ones for new in- 
sights into what'e troubllug' 
you. 
~Go ~ 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22). 
Your socializing could prove 
expensive now, though talks 
with friends are rewarding. 
Friends are supportive, but 
watch budget. 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Keep personality out of 
career deslings. Let your 
Ideas speak for themselves 
and be Willing to stay in the 
buck~round for success. 
scoRPio nt.,,~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Your phlisophy of I/re is 
tested now, but new inslgh~ 
will follow a period of doubt. 
An old friend may prove to be 
your best adviser. 
sA~rrr~s ~y 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Expect changes in your 
ckcle of friends. Keep in- 
novatlve Ideas re career to 
yourself,'and be~ to go 
along with the status quo. 
CAPRICORN ~,~I~ 
{Dec. ~ to Jan. 19) Vd ~II" 
Career .interests may 
conflict with the needs of close 
ones. Attending a party 
together is the best way .to 
keep loved ones at ease. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Get a second opinion re 
estimates. A change of ad- 
visers may be In order. 
Innovative ideas the key to 
career progress now. 
~(~b. 1~ ~ Mar. 20)"~ 
nomanuc introductions for 
travelers. New 8equainisp.ees 
are different from your esual 
crowd. Re-evaluate ideas on. 
sex and intimacy. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
gifted with the written and 
spoken word. Wrliln& acting, 
advertising, law, teaching, 
art, and music are fields for 
which you have a natural 
affinity. Your greatest sue- 
tess comes when you enlarge 
your sphere of action 
~ q 
• ~.~ . 
~,~: ' l  
"Are you a good runner?" 
I I  I I l l  . . . . . . . .  
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 44 Org. 2 Choir 
1 Month with 46 Pilaster section 
a split 50 Name for a 3 Laughing 
personality Parisierme 4 Roman 201 
g Reared 52 Hues 5 Vacations 
13 Type ef cat 5t Movie g Decorate 
13 Queen director's again 
14 Involve command 7 Unaccom- 
1~ Type ef 55 Eats panled 
sleeve away 8 Under the 
lg Word with 50 Took it weather 
sign easy - 9 Half step 
17 Privy to 51 Meaning (music) 
13 British suffix DOWN 10 PeriOds 
26 Fuss 1 l~on's 11 Unit of 
22 Time zone, crown force 
for short Avg. solution time: 22 mla. 
Pub order : ,~ J~. i  ^ ~mm~i~m~ 
Grade 
26 T~e ef _I~.IRI t IMIRIOISI~INIEIAIRI 
stick 
3I Spanish 
possession 
35 Toddlers IT IOIRIYIRIOIDISITIOIAI  
3726 Tolerablecurve ~ 
26 -- room 
(short.) ~jGIEIEMIEILI I tE IL IE IA I  
10 Salamander P- ]E IE IRIS IAIP IS IE IE IK I  
Roman 8-4 
greeting Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
IZ Central 
(abbr.) 
18 Ideas 
21 Hockey's 
Bobby 
23 Resort 
24 Play unit 
25 Siamese 
diuleet 
26 Begs 
26 Perfumes 
30 Gen. store 
merchandise 
31 WWII group 
Chemical 
suffix 
34 Depressed 
39 Indian vessel 
41 Claw 
4~ Hebrew 
month 
43 Depravity 
45 Dispatch 
47 Agrees, 
tacitly 
48 Word with 
house 
49 Onager 
51 Insect egg 
53 Crude 
mineral 
12 .~13 
14 M 15 
I 
i @" 
50 51 ~ro  53 
54 ~55 
CR~mQUW 
SUTA KHI IWZAMM VWNN MSAL YWUMS 
YUEL  VWSKWZ ETU KAHUSM 
Yesterday's Cryptoqnip -- SMALL SUBURBANITE 
AMASSES GREAT AGGIE COLLECTION. 
Today's Cryptoqnip clue: L equals M 
'rae Cr~loq~ is a simple sul~titutiou d~er  in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apootrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
KI~VG-N,WA/~/] "r WANT TO PUT AS" 
WHATL~ THe / MilCH PlgTANG~ AS 
• ._...HURRY ,'~j,K F~S.~IgL~ BETWE--~N 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
~. YOU M~- -  ~Jr Z~,M i l l  ~. f~X~. I 
z~ 
2~= 
z~ 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Pete :ran 
II Co~,D~R, M.~u = \ i 
",. "-7.4 
the WIZARD OF ID 
~xY'-~c:;~,N~I " I 
?~cAP~: ,'I~.I e. I
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
THII~' 
YOIJ~/~ evee 
gE'a~ ,. 
." : i '~/7 
B.C. " ' , . ,  .: :, , .  
NoN~ N~ 
By Johnny Hart 
"- -r~. ~c~_-~' r-c~ ~ -h . 
A c~4~cr-r~ rA~,  ~ 
DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau 
I I F~,~.~ ~A~ ~I  I ~Aw,~ E~' r~ ~ ~I  ~_. - - I  
I _ .c..~uvvo~ .~T~ I I (5.~,~'~r.~,o~m~- "~I  I ae.n~Mr.~, ~Erc~ ~I  ~r.~/ y -~,~=-I ~,s~,~. ~---I 
I, ~ ;~ c_~o/Pz I I~ ,~,~~m/~ I I I~ J~n~r~/¢ ,mo I I ~e¢~!  o~yo~e I I 
~c~r~:  ~ !U  I I ~smP~, ~ ~ I  I r~r~.  ~ 2~'~ I 
I 
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Bad record 
shothlm. Halifax on Wednesday ( ;1 t l  r EP,  
After deliberating for hefore the jury returned with iH J~ Terraoe Eleotronio Repairs Ltd. 
more than 17 hours, the four- its decislnn. She had 
member Jury decided threatened Tuesday to lay a d ILI, GIAl% smvm TERIIAOE & KIT"AT 
Wednesday that Constable murder charge against 
John Clark, 25, "had Clark --  a move that would C C  C P 
reasonable and probable have aborted the hearing -- ,m ,@~"i AUTHORIZED i~  SERVICE grounds to fire the gun in butehodidnotappearbefore :~:~. ~ e  DEPOT 
protection of his.~Wn l i fe ." -a  Justice of the peace a224Ka lum Street,Terrace ' 
Clark sliot"~nd killed Wednesday. " : ~O ~ Phlllps, ~nsvox ,  Zonlth ; ,i, 
Evans after the 24-year-old The Ontario Coroner's Act Natural • Foods-- 6ooks-- Local Crafts $anyo, Toshiba 
blaekmanstruckhhnontho says a coroner must ANYONECANSHOPATDELIGHTS... Mon..Saf. - -9 a.m.. 5 p.m. 
• head with • billy club. discharg| the Jury and close Frld~y -- 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
The coroner's inquest thelnquett once charges are ONLYMEMBERSGET DISCOUNTS 
heard 11 weeks of testimony laid in connection with the , 4623 Lakslse I:LS.4S4~ 
and was the longest to in. death. , 
A t rovers ia ,  lawyer  EASTS IDE 
spokesman for the Ontario representing the Evans 
coroner's office said the family, was als0 absent. He- 
inquest will cost about hes been in the ceronary unit GROCERY &LAUNDROMAT 
of a Toronto hospital sinco he TACK YACHTS 
;200 ,000.  . complained o~ chest peens • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
"The billy in the hand of Saturday. ~ BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
Buddy Ev•ns; a very angry Among the Jury's ,~  SAN JUAN ToServeYou .:~.~.:.~<~`~....~....~:~:~:....~::..~.~:.~.~::~.~:~.~:~:.~...~.~.:~.~..:.~.~.~.. 
man in close proximity to ~Immendat ions were [q i 21' to 3o' Sailboats ' WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE • REPAIR ALL YOUR 
Constable Clark, must be : " &Accessories WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS D-11 .C~E mRUNSWICX PRODUCe. construed •s being a very ,--Outside police forces 
dangerous weapon capable should investigate police 63,5-3OOI 4438 Lakolso 635-2104 3213KALU~STREET of causing grievous bodily kmin'p. 
harm or even death," the --Independent bureaus ' KonHnnean YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE TERRACE. B,C. PHONE63S-2473 
JurY said. should be set up to inquire 
Although the Jury's into complaints of police 
wrongdoing.. 
decision carries no legal ,--Policemen involved in ,~ .  ~ ' ~  
weight, Clark had tears in 
his eyes when Coroner shootings hould have legal ARE YOU READY FOR counsel present when giving "1 
Margaret Milton read the statements. THE COLD WEATHER? Smooth  Sail~ng / / C & H Industrial Cleaning lindlng to a silent hearing .--At least four race- to the 
room. ' relations committees should " 
. rkrafnsedtocomment he formed in Toronto to | | W E  C L E A N "  ~ ~ Ltd .  
and left the room ira- mediate hetweenpalca nd 
mediately after the ruling ethnic communities. "WE TRAVEL ~ YOUR HOURS" 
was handed down, but the Two recommendations CHIMNEYS --  FURNACES --  FIREPLACES 
pallcoman'e lawyer, Austin suggested by Crown At- BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL Steom Cleaning and Pressure Washing 
Cooper later said: "C.on.- tarney Robert McGee-- that COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS "3212 
stable Clark is delighted wtm coroners he given power to KALUM PHONE 636-6367 Pk.,., ~s|s-t~s4 o, 6~s.ss4s 
the finding, he told me he cite lawyers for contempt 
fee ls  complete ly  and to issue bench warrants We offer the moat efficient way of cleaning your entire 
exonerated," for witnesses -- were also heating system by using a PRO.VA¢ Residential. 
"He has lived under a listed. Commercial and Indmfrlal Mobile Power Vacuum ' 
Unit• Also Ihtroduclng the new method of utilizing 
Senators  okay pipe oompressed air for positive action, 1~ 450 JOHN OE'rR w= .. .  + . . .  ** ° - ' " "  . . . , . , . .  **-" ° ' - ' "  . _ . . .  MR . BUSl NESSMAN 
"Our service gives positive and efficient results" 
SEATTLE (AP) -- A letter The letter urges Andrns 
SeeretaryCarterhaS been CecililentandAndrnsto Preside tlnterlOrby 11 forandtheProsidentt° ,xped i te th  Northernfedrai permltTler, process Call the PRO.VAC pec~la today end see for yourself. ~ ~  ~ This' , , , ,e -ace  ,.'" Reserved  
senators, endorsing a Andrea is expected to 
proposal by Northern Tier make a recommendation to Phone: Pro.V|c Industries TERRACE 
PipolineCo, to pump oil from President Carter by Oct. 15 Terrace S35"5292 Carl. LM. For Your __lid 
Port Angeles, Wash., to on which of fOur competing Seri~Cll Division PHONE AI~IYTIME • 
Clesrbrouk, Minn. pipeline prop~als, including Kltlmat 632=2466 Kltlmat.T.rrace, 6.C. 
The letter to Andrus was Northern Tier, should be DAVE & ALLAN 635.6505 
8iven a green liRht. drafted by Northern Tier 
lobhytSis and revised by the The B,~yh letter says the 
office of Indiana Sen. Birch Northern Tier pipeline will I I 
Bayh, said Eve Luhalin, an compo.nsate for the c.utdf of 
aide to Bayh. Canadian oil experts and 
Democratic senators replace foreign oil with 
Warren Magnuson and Alaskan/crnde.one se t nc that could l ; ,~ ld l~ IY~(~ 
._..__ o, I II g q ll g ? g (all g Washington were not among eperk controversy among I~1 I~  those signing the letter, some Washington state (71~]CDID~ 
Megnnson has said he UP- citisens, says that "siting of C i 
poses • pipellneand Jacks.on the (pipeline) port and 
says the state should decree routing of the pipeline 
whether It wata an oll port presents no unusual 
and plpeline. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  problems." li I 
"= l l l I  I III'i' I I II llIll( 1' • ' BY BOB DOUGLAS " But Miss MacDonald mid • OTTAWA (CP) -- in a Toronto interview the Canada's potty record in Argentine ambassador in ] O building a nuclear eactor in Ottawa told her that neither 
Arguntin• was a m•Jor the safeguards i sue nor her 
reason for rejecting • II,5 comments on alleged human • 
b~llion Canadian bid to sell • rights violations in Argen- 
second plant to the South tina were responsible for the 
Ameflcan country, says the reactor denis|on. 
head of Argonilna', atomle Castro Madero told Ready =x ~. .~,~nd,  Ors. I ,  Top Soil, Draln ~ / - ~  ~ ~L .  EX 'S  B O D Y  S H O P '  energy commission Journalists the German- ock, Patio Blocks, c r~ G avol, Bags of Cement, 
In an IS-pqe statement Swiss proposal was chosen 
received by the external partly because Argentina :A Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
affairs department Wed- wouldnot have to rely on a WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
nesday, RearAdmirai Carlos single foreign supplier. ,~ind " PHONE I~LS49U " 
Castro Modern said rising it would stimulate com. PoJ.H~ READY MIX , n 
costS, delays and contract petition for future .store,  C~,trudion Ltd. 
1 
changes in construction of His statement, ranslated 
t~e first reactor influenced aedeonttuegtemalaffaks, , . \ [~T~,_~eSWWWmWm..LTD,  xn the  o ld  MeEwan 'g  Shop 
Argentina'sA West German-Swbsdeclalou' bid wm•1'° besaidableArgentineto supplyindustrYmore " ' ~ ~ _ ~ . '  . (Acres free t ie Sk l ln  Hotel). 
-- costing ~ million more goods and services for .the .' 
than Canada's -- won the German roaetor than for the "Plant 0ff Krumm Ross |ll:~c ~z ,~ II .~; -  L~0 ~ RD ...fORc~ ~ -ve-~..!~ 00~ 
'contract. Canadian plant. Tbrnhill ~ "~' -  'o~o ., ,  4515 Gmlg  655-2526 
The Germans have Castro Madero said other ' .  . ' ' 
factors influenced his already built a small reactor 
commiss ion 's  Tenure- forArg. t lna,  But thoyptan " [ YeUowh d Hay mendations, but did not a different and much bigger. 
specify .Can•da's nuclear reactor this time, one they GLACIE 
eifeipmms, have never built before. ~ 
He ealdArgenlna •ace .  The Germans built their L ~,~ I &Gram safeg~l~, which will be smaller eactor in six years, 4418 Lo|10l AV0il0 
nesoti•tea with the with. no change in price, an _~ " 
European governments A ~ Terrace, B.C. i - Complete line of livestock feed and supplement 
Involved and applied by the efficient numagement and _~,~ I - Clean and utility grain 
In ternat ion• l  Atomio an excellent operation•! i S @~'  |.  . Founts end feeders for all Ilvsafook 
Enerlff Agency. " . record, he said. The Germ•n' I - Dry dog & cat food group had been co oper•tlve, 
Canada has a chance to agreeing to increase the .~ A Complete GlaSs and i . Pet travelling cages made to measure 
winfutm'enuciearcontracta, 5 C lark  S t .  635-  
CaoudlanParticularlyplant.lf ,thefinishedfirst contractreaetor'a guaranteeP°Wer after xplred.the ~ , A luminum Serv ice  1133 i 3867  
quickly and problems are "AECL egreed in 1973 to ,, 
ironed out, he sold, supply on. Can~u fo~ .2o L 
In Ottawa, liberal deputy mlion by January, 1980, he 
leader Allan MaeEachen said.. . Plumbing .Heating. CommerclalServlclng 
blamed the coltr•cl oss on  Succ .s ive  contrae t , ,  : B0 f fN  I Resldentlal - InduetrIal . SpecIalIzln, Gas F l f f I n g a n d  Sheet~ta l  Shop 
government indeckion on renegotiatio~s and changes' 
eafe mrda nd "Imprndent °" previous Obligate°De had 0' N Char l ie  Be langer  q& , /q ri es 
byExtemaiAffairsMinlater atopl~ge of work ~nd today PLUMBING & HEATING LTD. 
l~lora MacDonald. it is thought he termh~0tinh 
Misn MBcDons]d de~ed "'date of the works w l~ . ,  'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
her comments on nuclear March, 1962, and that it w'J~ R O 4434 LAKELSE AVENUE 
safegnarda atthe United Na, cost  approxima~¢Yy ,$1 2701 S0ith Kalum St. M 
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34, "FOR. RENT 
• MISCi . 
52, WANTED 
• TO RENT 
CLASSIFI ED gATi$ 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 wOrdl Of le~s ~,2,00 per in- 
serflon. Over 20 w~rda S cont,s 
per word. 
3 or more comecutlw In~rtlo~s 
$1.d0per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion cnorgecl for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refun~ after aU 
hae beam set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Mull be made b,,fore Second 
Inlortlon. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect rid. 
EOX NUMIER$: 
7S cent~ plckup, 
$1.7S mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DisPLAY: 
Retel avelloble upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 Cants per egato line• 
Minimum charge $5,00 ger in. 
serllon. 
LIIOAL - POLITICAL nnd 
TRANSIENT ADVIIRTISING: 
S3.~ per column Inch, 
EUSINESS P~IRSONALS= 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On e 4 month balls only. 
DIAOLINi 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days oHor to 
publication d~y. 
CLASSIFIED: 
3:C0 p.m. on dny prevlou~ to dey 
of publlcetlon MOnday to Frldav. 
ALL I:LASSIFIIID CASH WITH 
ORDER other ~h~,n 
EU|iNISSIS WITH AN 
ESTAILiSHED ACCOUNT. ' 
Service ¢herse of M.~I on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING Da$c:rIP~IONS: 
No charge provl~cl newz sub 
miffed within one month. I~.¢0 
'production chorge for wedding 
Ind.or enuagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or moro 
after event Sl0.00 charge, with or 
wlthout picture. Subject to 
cond~meatlun. Payable In ad. 
vance. 
CLASSIF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS:  
Blrthl 5.50 
Engagements 5.S0 
Morriegee 5.S0 
Deaths S.~) 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notlce~ 5.S0 
PHONE 635-~51 . . . . . .  
Claulfled Advartl;Ino (~'~pL 
ilm  
SUSSCRIPTIQN RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Itfectlve 
October I, 117g 
S!ngle Copy 20<: 
By Carder mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. lS.O0 
By Mall 6 mth 3S.O0 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senlor CIIIzen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth end 
Unlled States of America one 
vear 55.00 
BOx 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
ThOrnhlll & Dlltrlct 
Phone 635.6357 
Kltlmet & District 
Phone 632-2747 
The tlereld reserv, the rl0ht 
,*o clasalfy ads under appropriate 
headlnoe and to l l t  rates 
therefore and to.determine page 
lOcatlon. 
The Herald reservel the rlght 
to rovlso, edit, clllsSlfy or re|llct 
any edvertlMment and to revlin 
(my enswerl directed to the 
Herald BOx Re~Iy Service, end to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertllement and box 
rentsl. 
BOX replln on "Hold" In. 
structlonl not plcked up wlthln 10 
days of expiry of an ad- 
vertisement will I)4 dutroyed 
unless mailing Instructions ere 
received. Those 8nlwerlng Box 
Numbers are requelted not to 
send orlglnale of documents to 
avoid lose: 
All clslme of errors In ad- 
vertisements must be recelved 
by the publllher wlthln 30 days 
efler the first publlcellon. 
It Is agreed by the advertleer 
requesting apace that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of failure to puMIIh an 
advertlsem(mt or In the event of 
an error eppearlno In the.ed- 
vertlsemant as publlshed shell 
be llmlted to the amount paid by 
me advert]Mr for only one In. 
correct Insertlon fOr the portlon 
of the advertlslno apace occupied 
by the incorrect or omlffed item 
only, end that there lhall be no 
llabillty to any event greater 
than the amount pald for ~uch 
~Ivertlslng. 
Advertlsementl must comply 
wlth the Brltleh Columbla 
Human Rlghte Act whlch 
prohlbite any edvertlslnu that 
discriminates agelnet any 
person became of his race, 
rellglon, Sex, color, natlonelity, 
ancestry or place of orlgln, or 
because hls age le between 44 
end 65 yeerl, unless the ¢ondltlon 
is ~uatltled by e bone fide 
requlremlmt for the work in. 
valved. 
' 00MMUNITY 
SERVICES 
14, BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 0 p.m 
at St. Matthew's Angllca~ 
Church basement. Phon, 
• ~e4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
J 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call B i r thr ight  for an 
a l ternat ive to abortion. 
Phone 632-4802 anytime. 
Room 233, Nechako Cantre 
KitlmBt A.A. Constructlo, 
Group In Kltlmat: telephons 
L124713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. 5fep Meetings. 8:30 
p.m, Lutheran Church. 
WednesdBys Closed. 
M I t lngs  6:30 p.m. Unlted 
Church. 
.Frldaye • Open Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General HospltBI. 
AI.Anon Meetings -Tueaday 
• 8 p.m, Unlted Ch,rch. 
!'COMING EVENTS Welght Watchers meeting' 
held every Tue0day at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meet, 
Monday evening ~ 6:30 p.m. 
--  United Church basement, 
Kltlmat 
Do you feel you have a 
drlnkln9 problem? There Is 
help 
Avallablel 
Phono 635.5636 
Alcohollce Anonymous 
MEETINGS~.: ........... l '  
Mon. 8:30 'p.m,' Unified 
Church. 
Mon. $ p,m, • Alanon - 
Skeena Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mille 
Mamorlal Hcepltal, 
SKEENA CENTRE 
UNCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIURS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATIUN 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop-In Centre 
Btmoephere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
As well as an area for 
retaxatlon. For more In- 
formation about these and 
pther act ivit ies,  please 
phone 633.2265 and ask for 
WANTED DONATIONS Skeena Centre. see you there 
The Three Rivers Workshop any time between 8 am and 
for the Handicapped are 3:30 pm Monday thru 
looking f~r donations of any Friday. 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, else any discarded 
wood producte we could use 
for recycling or ronovatlng. 
Call ul  Bt 635.22,18 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
58. 
TRUCK1S Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3.,1421 l.~kelse • 63S-3907 
Wednesday ! p.m. - 3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. • 5 p.m. or phone 
anyt ime: LIs8 635-3164, 
Carol CS.5136. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT StlOP 
Mil ls Memoria l  Hoepltal 
Au,dllBry would ~pprecl~te 
eny donetlone of 0God, cleon 
clothing, eny household 
Items, toy| etc. for their 
Thrift  Shop. For pickup 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeene Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
TERRACE u 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a support service 
forwomen. 
4711 Leselle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
633-5145. 
Drop In: 10 am.6 pm Mort.. 
Thurs. 10 am-4 pm Frldey. 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meet 
and ehare Ideas. Chlldrer 
are welcome. 
EVENING PRUGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
AA, let Wednesday of month 
~m'vlce phone 635-S320 or 635 . Status of WOmen, 2nd 
523,1, or leave Donations et Wednesday- Slngls Parents 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle (led by a single father), 3rd 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. Wednesday Men & 
11 e.m. and 3 p.m. Women's Rap, Thurldays- 
Thank you. Women's Nlght Out. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2.3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
• 63,5.6,107 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:5Op.m. Phone 
for oppulntment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 • 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. BBbysltiers 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con. 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Non. and Wed. from 3 
.4:10 p.m. By appolntmen.t 
only. 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parent|. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every MQn. afternoon 1 
- 2 p.m. 
HO~E NURSING CARE 
,Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4Va • 5 yrs. 
(pre-klndergerten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vlston, 
hear ing  screen ng done. 
'Please phone for ap. 
.vPO~ tment. 
• CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SAN I TATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
polennlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal, pr ivate 
water  supplies and 
nuisances._ 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638.1155). The audiologist 
;will do hearing tests on 
;referral by family doctor or 
communi ty  health nurse.  
Speech pathologist • 
therapist wi l l  carry out  
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LUNG TERM CARE 
, At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
i #&5.919dv. "Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 20S.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocetlonal and ~clal 
rehobl l l tet lon done by 
consultant. 
Women's A.A. Meetings - -  
Every Tuesday Night at 7:30 
--4711 Lazelle Ave. 635.514S. 
RBpe Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for, 
Women 
0~143U 
CWL Fall Bazaar will be 
hold Oct. 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
Spon~r: --Kermode Friend. 
ship Centre 
Event: Ladles Basketball 
" I f  you are Interested In 
playing or learning to play 
compafltlve basketball, off 
you have to do Is come to 
practlsel  For mare In. 
formation call 635.4906 (nc- 
110) 
The Kltlmet Museum wil l  
mlebrate Its 10th birthday 
wlth the opening of the I~.al 
Annual Adult Art  Show on. 
Friday, Octal)or 5th at 7 pro. 
Refreshments and Eur. 
fflaesl The public Is cor- 
dially Invltedl No admission 
charges. 
Mendeh Cmtodlan 
(no.SO) 
WANTED FOR olJR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES. 
FLOOR: 
Furn i tu re ,  app l iances ,  
power tools, hand tools,. 
dean Imoll cars, motor. 
blkel, boetl, motors or any 
dher Items In acceptable 
rendition. 
Terrace Auction Mar t  
Corner of Apally • IJkatse 
ar phone deS-Sly. (cffn.2-20. 
;9) 
L.W. Sears Auctions every 
Sunday at 2 p.m. Indoors at 
Old Nechako Beverage 
building, Hwy 16 East. 
, Consign your goods now - 
635-7824. Open ell  day 
Saturday. Watch for antique 
sale soon. 
PoQ 
Carpet • Fk~tng  
. . . . .  Installation' 
You supply - -  we Install 
4,18-1691 
(am.!.10-79) 
INSl ST ON 
THE BEST 
Concrete saptlc tanks In 
steak. Get relief with • 
mncrate Investment. 
Schmllly's Excavating 
635 .~ 
(am.1.10.79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
4S46 Park Avenue 
Terrace 
435 -7249 
(am-1-10.79) 
p.m. at Verltas School Gym. 
(nc.240~ 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
& Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 18 - -  
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 
Munree St. (nc.10N) 
B.C. Old Pensloners Tee & 
Bazaar wlll be held Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terra~ 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc. 
~N) 
O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
& YEA 
November 17, 1979 
,(nc-!6N) . . . . . .  
anytime 
(am-1.10-79) 
Applications are being ac. 
copted for a possible future 
opening In our Payrol l .  
Personnel Section of 
Skeenevlew Lodge. 
Employees In thin position 
are under supervision and 
are required to maintain a 
complex payroll system for 
approx imate ly  150 era. 
ployess. To compile all  
pEyro l l -perBonne l  In.  
formation for atotlet lcal 
raportl and In preparation of 
computer payroll. Maintain 
and update a complex sat of 
payroll.personnel manuals; 
Follow up dllcrppancles 
and make neceseary ed. 
luetments; attend to 
Inquiries that require a 
knowledge of specific 
regulations, EtEtutea and 
co l lec t ive  agreements ,  
operate standard off ice 
edulpmont; perform rotated 
duties as required. 
QUALIFICATIONS 
REQUIRED: Secondary 
Schoo l  g raduat ion  ; 
minimum three (3) years 
practical office experience 
with some payrol l  
background. Abil ity to learn 
assigned tasks, good 
Judgement; abil ity to con-  
versa with other ministry 
personnel and fel low 
workers. 
Applications may be 
picked up from the General 
Office or e resume for. 
warded to Skeenovlew 
Lodge, 4011 Sparks Street, 
Terrace, B.C. (a3-SO) 
The 
DALLY HERALD 
needs 
CARRIERS 
In the following areas: 
Thornhllh 
Cottonwood Street, Empire 
Slreot,- PEqUetto Avenue, 
Kofoed - Deslardlnee, 
Kofoed - Sharpies, River 
Drive, Burgess - Laurler 
Avenue, Thornhlll Street. 
Terrace. 
Highway 16 W., WIIIo~ 
Creak Rd., 4900 •Block 
Agar, 4/00 Block Agar. 
ff you are Interested In one 
of these routes please 
hone: 
, 43S.LIS7 
.b~ween 9 am a,nd.$ pro. 
YJtlmet: 
Yukon Street, Q~all - 
Slerl!ng Strsete, Oriole . 
Ueproy Streets. " 
If interested --  phone Kelth 
d 
432,3747 
[ctfn.nc) 
COLLIE R EXCAVATING 
Beckhco Work BACKHOE 
• for 
Phone LlI-S,14Oa fear 6:00 pro. HIRE 
(am .1.10-79) Phone 
~ 4354454 
GEMIN I EXCAVATING 6354757 
LTD. ~ ' ' 
(Well Andrews) Que l l f l ed  ' carpenter ,  
BackhceWork tradesman fully equipped 
Hourly and Contract with air trois. AvBIlable for 
635-3479 renovat ions ,  cus tom 
mblnstt, arhorlte-formlca 
Instatlstlone. Will consider 
all other types of finishing 
work. Phone after 6 pro. Ask 
for Don. 
435.1701 
(ca.50) 
Loll from behind Smiling 
Jack's ReetBurBnt. 2 edit- 
cam,  1 blue cenves:,wlth 
straps. Reward. Ph. 635:2490. 
~.IBC requires stenographer 
P.T position. Hours 10.4 
Monday to Thursday end 10-6 
on Friday. Salary SSper hour 
end up based on experience. 
Apply In person or ph. 635. 
6231. (c3.SO) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, ClBC requires experienced 
1979. (nc.23N) teller. Full time petition. 
Salary S9,000 and up based 
on experience. Apply In 
person or phone 435-6231. 
(c3.50) 
Be & 
paper  
car r ie r  
Phone 
535-6357 
TERRACE 
Electric stove for-sa-/e. $400.. 
Also one crib and one dress0r 
- I7400. Spring horse - $30. 
Phone 635.6965. (p5-110) 
PEOPLE'S 
LAW SCHOOL 
Free Clouea, Welfare rlghts 
end G:A,I,N. klbrory Arts 
Room . 7:30 p.m, Oct. 4. 
C~tact Women's Centre 635. 
5"/45 or Kermode Frlondehlp 
Centre 6354906. (n¢.40) 
INTERESTED IN  
BRIDGE? 
Terreca erldge Club looking 
new members. Contact 
Bonnie Shawat 63S-6970 on or 
h.fore Oct. 4. (nc-so) 
"For Safer Llvlng,.Fuel Economy &. Sooner Nr"  
• •CHIMNEYS BOILERS .¢) 
eA IR  DUCTS FURNACES:e 
eFIREPLACES 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Specialists In power-vec cleaning 
96 Starling Street., ~15.S2t~ 
Kltlmat, B.C. VOC 1KS ~12-2446 
Garage Sale at 4314 North 
Eby Saturday, Oct. 6, 1979. 
Children and household 
Items. T ime-  10 am. (p3- CKC regletered male toy 
50) silky terrier puppy. Top 
SUPER BASEMENT & 
CRAFT SALE 
480t Straume Sat. Oct. ~. 
9 -12  
, (nc-SO) 
1976 Gold Wlng 1000. shaft* 
~lva,  water cool~d, new 
fires. Phone 635-2154 or 635- 
• 7144. Ask f(~" Mlke. (ctfn.stf) 
Hawk hang glider. L~ke new. 
Helmet etc. Included. Asking 
1600. Ph. 635.2576. (c2-40) 
For Sale: 8000 lb. warn 
winch & mountings. Old year 
old. 1680 aBe.  Ph. 635-20(9 
after 6 pro. (p3-50) 
Clark forklift, 2000 cap. 931 
Cat loader on track, new 
engine, 24 Inch breaking 
plow. 1974 Ford s~ ton 
window van~ 2 new winter 
tires. Bred sows, Yorkshire, 
Jendrace cross. Walner pigs. 
Also other plus, different 
sizes. Phone 635-2695. (pS. 
!10) 
20 foot river boat & trailer 
wlth 50 HP Marc. Jet unlt & 
extra lag, Cbntrols & 
steering. 1977 Mustang II 4 
Motorhome for rent. Sleeps We are a young responsible 
6. Luxuriously equipped, famHyoffour~mklngtorant 
Fully Insured. Book early n3BRhomBIntownbyNov.  
for your winter holiday. 1.'PleaNcEl1491H03~Or4k1~ 
Avai lable dal ly,  weekly, ~4anyt lmE.  (c5.50) . .' 
monthly. ,  Phone 632.242~ . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  
((:30-11o) Wanted to Rent: two 
working girls would like to 
rant 1 or 2 Ixlrm. basement 
suite or apartment. Ph. 
9741 or 638-1297. (p3.50) 
RaSh|biB WorldnD pe l ion  
quality. $150. Write to Box  would like to rent one BR 
1057, Smlthere, B.C. VOJ 2N0. unfurnished apartment In 
Terrace. Phone d3NI217. 
(p5.100) (I)4.40) 
For Sa~;,i ...... Re'glatered' 
Alaskan Malamote puppies. 
Sire & Dam out of Silver- 
sheen Kennels. Avai lable 
Oct. 19. Phone 638.1996. (pl0. 
IdO) second floor. /~Ir con. 
dtloned. Located at 
Lakelsa Avenue. Phone 63~ 
3S52. (cffn-2-10-79) 
WANTED TO BUY--  old car, 
and truck and cat batteries., 
Top price paid. Will pick up . .  
Ph 635.4735 anytime. (p20- Lot for Sale: Excellent large 
40) , lot on 4516 Cedar Crescent. 
ideal residential am with 
Wanted - Good furniture and potential v iew. 821,000. 
misc. articles for" audl'on'. C4ntoct 635-7696. (ctfrl.2.10- 
Call L.W. saarsat635.7824or W) 
3092 HWy 16 East. (p20-1N) 
I wil l  pay $20 to anyone 
hovln9 a spare 1979 Skeena 
Jr. school annual. Phone 635. 
5453 or 635.2391 and Nk  fur 
Frank.'• (p3.90) • : ~ 
Wanted to buy • Old car and 
truck and cat baflerles. Top 
price paid. Will pick up. 
Phone 635-473,5 anytime. 
(p20.1N) 
I am collecting Canadian 
gains. If you have sliver 
you've wanted to caeh In --: 
Bow's your chance. Also 
birch flrewcod 135. Ph. 638- 
speed t ra~.  Radial tlr~s. ~ .  tps-100) 
i979 Suzuld'.. GS'.:..~'~.'. *J~w :; ~oto ;~me to~" rent. S [~ 6 
mileage. Ph'. ~ ,~N4."  (p10- ' u~'~"0H'(~u;19~e~;;l~;"Fully 
170) Insured. Book early for your 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
Try the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New. & 
' led  furniture at a price 
anyone can afford. We buy 
winter  holiday. Available 
dal ly,  weekly, month ly  
Phone ~12.2420. (c20.110', 
PROPERTY ..... 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In TOPlly, B.C., 1 
mile' Off' Hwy; 16. Lightly 
t r~ l .  "~ 10 miles from 
Houston. 2 re!lea from 
~nest lake. Power, water 
and 3 Ixlrm. h i l l e r .  AsklNI 
UI,SOO. For more In. 
formation contact. ~
G.W. GIl~)n 
P.O. Box 1411 
• Topley, B.C. 
or 
C.F.GIMOn 
Terrace, B.(:. 
CU4nS 
'For-Sale: Fd ly  equi~=~l 
convonlence store. Wlth 
llvlng eccommodatlon. Store' 
dues • good year round 
end sell. Call the Terrace turnover. For fur ther  In.' 
Auction Mart, 4435 Lakelse algae •year old 3 DR house formation IdeUe write Box. 
Ave. Piano Ll$4r,173. L~1~-2. avei,lal)l~ Nov. 1, ~1~..for 11214 or call 635.3971. (ctfn,~. 
20-79) ~ .J~",~{:,"~;*: ', rent.or, lea~l.ln Thornl~li|.We -10.79) . . . . . . .  
57i 
AUTOMOBILES Forced sale to best offerl I • 1976 W200 Dodge 4x4 and one 
complete sanyo stereo. Call 
635-6310 between 8:30 &5:00 
for details. (c5-110) 
would like a mature family 
Who Is willing to maintain. 
Ph. Helmut at 632-6,~4. (c3- 
SO) e 
CASH 
Am purchasing BCRIC 
shares. Ph 635.4226. Also 3 BR home with fai l  
selling Suzuki dirt bike. aS-. basement. Apprm. 1000 so,. 
• 100. 1979 model. Practically ft. Has 20x30 ft. workshop. 
Fenced & landscaped lot. 
Approx. S0xl00. View at 4743 
S~raume or phone 635.9233 
after S p.m. (1~300) 
Fender reverb v lbro lux 
amplifier twin speakers, 4 
channel Input. Phone 635. 
20@ after 6 p.m. Aisowonted 
to  buy 2 vocal column' [atfn-12-9.79) 
speakers. (p3.90) 
• -Crab apples for sale. 20(: Ib, 
Tender reverb v l l ro lux  Ph. 638-1973. (pS-30) 
empllfler twln epeakers 4 + 
channel Input. Fh. 63S.2009 Store Flxtures for Sale, 
after 6 pro, Also wanted to Phone during the day. 
buy 2 local column speakers. 63S4576 
(113-50) (cffn-2-10.79) 
Oenllh chairs, S25 each. 
Antique Ixlrm. suite $550. 
Chrome dining suite 135. 2 
frldges, $400 and $70. Plus 
miscellaneous Items. Phone 
635-6829. (pS.100) 
(:no 7x6 foot cedar finished 
sauna with electric heater.  
In 4 easy to assemble est. 
t ides. $750. Phone 63S.5311. 
((~.so) 
new. Ph 635-4226. (c20-50) 
m,._  i 
WANTED 
spot cash pald 
for your old 
FURNITURE • GUNS 
, JEWELLERY 
- BCRIC SHARES - 
WE BUY - SELL - 
TRADE.  DEL IVER.  
Terrece's Most Unique 
S, cond Hand 
Antique Store 
Gunsmlthlng 
Quallty Workmanship 
Guaranteed 
Buy.  Sell 
Good Used Sk~t~s 
41UEENSWAY 
TRADING 
321S Kelum Street 
Ph. 135.1613 
ex~) IneY shack, wired and 
finished. For more Into 
rhone 635-5261. (c5-90) 
i 
120,000 BTU famed.air oll 
Coleman furnace end an 
Aero model 1000-30 oil hot 
water heater. $150 each. Like 
new candltlon. Phone 635. 
3317. (pS.90) 
21 foot Kit Companion 
trBller. Also approx.. 70x200 
foot lot in Thornhlll. Ph. 635 
3458. (p10.120) 
FOR SALE 
BYOWNER 
3 BR. house. Has firaplEce- 
no basement, large kd 
'~x210. Cloea to schools. 
Asking S45,000. For more 
Intormetlco please call 
43i1.1194 
(~n-2-10-~) 
For Sale by owner. 3 DR 
house 10 years old. Fu l l  
basement, electric furnace 
on 38 acre lot. t40,000. Also 
21 cu. In. freezer. Ph. 635. 
3187. (pt0-170) 
3 Ixlrm. home, 1176 sq. ft. 
Complete ly  f in i shed  
basement, bedroom, saona, 
large laundry room, ran 
room, flrEplEca, large lot, 
gee heat. For more details or 
to v l lw I~one ~ attar 
4:30 pro. (p5.100) 
3 BR home with full 
basement on 70x~0 foot lot 
in Thornhlll. 1,000 eq. ft. 
About O years old. Asking 
S42,000. I=tl. 635.9S,10. (plO-' 
110) 
For Sale: 2 etorey log home. 
Approximately 1200 |q, ft. on 
main floor. Located on large 
s~nlc lot on Sksena Street. 
Call 638.1121 bstwesn 0 - 5 pm 
Monday to Frlday. (c10.90) 
1969 Chevella,'Gcod YM~ 
fires on CDN r lmL I I  to 1 
.plstonL 650 Holly nerba. 
New dutch and preesure 
Idato. Wstl maintained with: 
many more EXtras. Phone 
~B1.1427 or 635.S4~ (c104o) 
For Sale: 1975 Ford Grenade 
ESS. PS, PB, bucket seato, 
radials, low miles. Would 
consider 75-76 vehicle on 
trade. Phone 635.3909 after 6. 
p.m. (pS-50) 
W/1 PontlK 4 door. V4. 
RadlEI t i ro l  Excellent 
condition. Phone 63S.S4S0. 
(CS.90) 
If/7 Nova Con¢ours. 4mind.  
17,000 roles. Ph. 03S.lb'W. 
(id.so) 
19"/6 goalie Colt 1600. Motor 
Auto 2 extra rims with 
studded tires. 1,600 miles. 
One ow~r .  Good n~tor. 
Clean condition. 12,700. Cell 
d,lS-M4S ate '  S pro. (p3-50) 
Attention Htmtorol 19/7 V.W. 
delivery van for sole. Phone 
633.T/t1 (Kltlm=t). (¢3.50) 
1975 Ford Custom 500. 4 door. 
Rebuilt mohx'. PS, PB, AT. 
$1,100. abe .  Phone 431-13:10. 
(ctfn.2.10.79) 
'74 Datsun P .U . /~s .  2/,000 
mlIM. Excellent condition. 
Ph. 63S.2~/. 6X.1443 Efler S 
I~ .  (c~O) 
'70 Ford Van ElS0. 40,000 
km. 351 ¢u,ln. 4 speed 
overdrive, Sun mot. Cap. 
teln'a chairs. AM.FM stereo. 
IB, S00. I=11. 63S.61r/4 after 6 
pm. (pS.SO) 
2 or 3 BR home with: 
basement and f i replace 
preferred but not urgent. 
One or 2 steps to front en- 
trance. Call evenings only 
(collect If necessary). 112.. 
567.4191. (c20.310) 
For Sale: 1974 I~ltlun P.U. 
Ph. 635.s049. (cs-lOO) 
• 1ton crew cab Brand Neww. 
compar valued at $19R0~.' 
Best offer tikes. Call Efter 6 
p.m. 1124244874 
C10.110) 
T 
; ..... 58, 
! TRUCKS:: , ~ 
, I l ls GMC customized van. 
P.S., P.B., Iota of extrsa. 
~t  be seen to be up. 
IkKii lod. Phone ~5.21S4 or 
IM.71kL Cuelom Interior and. 
i Qdorlor paint lob. Mk for 
take. (nc~ff) 
; _ _ "  , , ,  
wI,,y. 
i (~/P** • ~ CAll lifter $ p.m. 635.5389 
,] (~s,9,~) 
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Pasture for rent for horses. 
Phone 638-8271. (p5.50) 
Pert quarter horse, pert 
thoroughbred mere In foal to 
Tan Tin. Enlws gymkhana 
type events. Does well. gun 
to fool In late AI~'II or May. 
~,~y keeper. Foal will be V~ 
reglsiered Arab. Call 6,15. 
3040 after 4 pro. (pS.SO) _ 
.' iBoby Llames. Excellent pets 
For Sale: 1973 Toyota PU. "& pack animals. Well 
~:~.l.~g box. In gcxxlcondltlon, edal~edtonortbem climate. 
~?;~,~.u~,~. .s ,  (p5.10o) v, ry my to fesd& ~ca. 
• ,~ . . . . . .  Valuable wool. Sells for 12.00 
• : . . . . . . . . . . .  : :ounce. Prices start at 1500, 
• 1977 Ford F.150 Ranger. WrIM to Box 1057, Smltherl, 
Ever wonder where baggage goes 
By ALAN HARMAN ' spitUn~ o~t ~uitcaseYf6rhn Airline o(fie|;;l;,--d() a "When ~d you lakt kee on to ~uherican samoa that Dudng the day telephone 
The Canadian Press eager audience of danblecheck of the aircraft your suitcase?" the official daY. 
Have y~-ever wonderocl passengers . . . .  and atart reaching for long_ asks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "There were three llfghta calls L,'om the airline keep 
At first you stand in ti~ official forms. "While your - "At the ticket'ceunter. It leaving at the same time," the passenger informed ot 
what happens when you fly semicircle with your fellow suitcase is away sight- was brleht red andlooked all the officlalsays. "Maybe the the suitcane's progress. 
offlnonodirectiunfromtbe passengers a  thesuitcases eeing, you're stuck at an set for the fli~ht, lt even had suitcase was put on ~tha "It's been found in FiJi;" 
alrporttakes offandin anotherY°Ur baggage_ or intobumPtheandreachgrindof t ei the luckyWay lai~)ol~rtppeneddoing paperwork.recently in the itsThetagquestioningOn it." goes on... happen."wr°ng aircraft. It does touleht;"It'a coming,,it,son.in/drwesternPanlflc 
doesn't take off at all? "It's ones. ~ :tiny South Pacific countryof ana on. . He assures the passenger Samoa;" on the next 
There's even an old Then you notice that the .Weste~'n -Sa-m- .~bt  "Check with the office that urgent telex messages flight to American Samca;" 
Ca~diun airport joke about crowd is getting smaller and mere xrom FOil. There were t0mo " ,~-- ~e is will start scattering across "It's at the airport," 
it - -  "Breakfast in London. the auitcaSos are getting only about a dozen told rrow, the,...--eno r 
passengers and after the ' " 
fewer. Finally, it dawns on cargo was unloaded two of _,,.~e n~!___dayan a~]in, e
you. That damned auitcese them were left holdinu their m.cm,  tasm. me ue,-u. 
has gone off on a trip of its d~t-~.t~.~e liquor a;~'d the again.-- r~uma.bly.Just .in, 
cardboard sti~bs that took case me aw~me has xus~ me 
Lurch in Toronto. Sulloase in 
San Francisco." 
There's no indication of 
course, that this has hap- 
pened until your arrival --  
when the airport carousel 
starts playing amerry rune 
own. 
The reaction is frustration 
and anger. 
the place of the suitcases. 
Out came.the.forms, 
first form as well. He learns 
the South Pacific. Australia 
and New Zealand airports 
will he notified, alor;g with a 
ehe~. _l~.c k ~ FlJL 
"In the meanUme, we can 
give you 1125 U.S. emergency 
reltef for essential articles. 
The -p~S,m re~o~u -give - 
the lmpreselen of a trium- 
phal royal tour, rather than 
the arrival el a battered and 
belated piece of lugpge. 
An idrline ~/flctal takes it 
customs and then 
deUven it to the hotel --  two 
that the passenger is flying 
Light green .'with white B.C. V0J 2N0. (p5:..100} 
canopy. ~00 cu. In. motor. One non.milking cow for probl 
At the earliest I will he four a-  Dal11-er8 • , . days before we can get the days earllor than expected. c lmmed a : o . , ,  nuttease--weden't•have There's railer and 
, I~&JUL  another flight until then." Jublistlom Every pe~ager 
The ~ doesn't go far .  bsa heard tales of baggage 
• 'By MARY FERG0SON It gets to a guy's pr i~ after - but to his .morn and sets in different shapes and Some underwear, a bathing .that dkappears forever -- 
The Free Press a while, thousands of omens acrnm: sizes. • " suit (that's euenttoi in the presumably sUll travelling 
LONDON, Ont. (CP) -- " Canada, it's a recurring • The latest rage on the South Pacific)a T-shirt and the alrLLoe routes o~ the 
Adam Pethick thinks _ An.d beinga~ f~.not, the dilemma, and an expensive American market are. Love the money is gone. world. 
dispoesble diapers are a uurungcon, urn., .tyKe has one. diapers, which are snapea ~eantlme, the search is But there are aMo alortel 
IxLmmer. enough to ~ .worry about Diaper  producers are llke an hourglass and fit like on. ofpu,engors' ravage.Such 
He doesn't have to say it, w,mout oneca,ng me tontin~ dimessbles as the abucketscat, producerscay. Australian and New ~, the one where after 
you can tell by tbe inck on hi~ draw.er.s'aH, the t ime. . ,  g~r~at~t-in~entlen eince the But Rudy Sohraitt, owner- Zealand airports have come ~ his ~-,*l~l~e t Met' 
face every time they fall off~ .' Tomm,~sanewpronxem wheelandconcumerreperts of Toronto's Disper King 1 up empty, The suitcase in the traveller by ate " indicate that a mh~ority of diaper service, says he found in FiJi, The tag on it chance, off.loaded In a 
E believes dieposable com- shows it is still waiting for completely diff~unt section 
f t (M l ra '~ ~ 'a '~K lk  the poblic agrees. " "  mernialshavebralnwaehed theprevtouaday'sf l i lhL4 o~thealrport, 
i ~&M,MlkIL~ LILJFILI Pampers, produced by--consumers. ~ 'l~e alrUna swings into Irritated and exasperated, 
TORONTO (CP) - -  In 1923 Canadian m;,rket, and then Procter and Gamble, has the 
Arcade Vachon and his wife ~nme distinction of covering more "The potential customer action. It has no fliShis for be didn't report its recovery. 
bought a little bakery. "With the purchase last bottoms than any othr such who watches soap operas three days, but a eompellng But for the next few days ha 
while the baby is sleeping is airline has o~e the nest day. called the airline every two 
Gathertng the family into the year of Flamingo Pastries .l.~.odnct.in Canada. Th..ose subjected to " hourly Thesnitcase, newndorned hours asking where his 
business as it progressed, Ltd. of Port Perry, Ont., .(ani~r ayna..mos ~.e rnmng reminders that their baby witha"buggageRUSH"tlg, luggage wan. 
they developed aa Vachon Vach0n has signalled that it m me a.o.~re, out con-- will be happiest in Pam- is 'sent air cargo ~ that At loot report the airline 
Ine. Now, selling cakes and is out to build a firm base servationlsts are worrlea pors," he says. flight. " was still looki~ for It. _ 
Auto transmission. 35,000. sole. Phone 635.21LS6 after 4 
miles. A.C. & carpeting.. 
.Michelin steel belted radials.: p.m. or m at 5025 Gelr. (p3. 
• PS, FB, trailer hitch & .90) 
wiring. O~al tenkL ~,~0. 
]iF~, 6.~.2222. Local 222. (cO- 
l00) 
, ,Leaving In 3 wesks, Must 
• Sail - -  1971 Ford Van FlS0 c- 
,w swivel captain chali's, AC, 
.~Mders, summer & winter 
• itlres. Some customizing. 
!S#eran etc. Ph. ~15.2962 rm.~ 
~'~ 1p15-2401 
~i  7 ~, .... 
l" ~ Pl~4nceol Mm~ltryof ~ Fortl~ 
NOTICE INVITING 
APFLICATIONS FOR 
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A.1144r 
TAKE NOTICE pursuant 
~76 Chav P.U. ½ ton, For toesctlm 16(1") of the Forest, 
'$~le. PS, PB, V8 auto. Good Act, there will be offered for 
runnln0 esndlflon. Ph. 635. 
4346. (c11-120) ...•, 
W/S Chav Vm for sale. Short 
I~x. Fdly customized. Ph. 
115.7030 anytime. .(p5.40) 
W74 GMC Four Wheel 
~lvo. 
4 speed trinsmlulun 
E0 Engine S34~.0¢ 
1975 Ford F.250 XLT 
4spand transmllllon M0 V- 
S Eng Inn. "rwo. am,. mgs.N 
1976 Ford S~.l~C~b~p.250 
4 speed tr~,.,l:~loges 
l.nk.. ~., ~ Sm~ 
1977 Ford Supercab F.250 
Automatic 400. V.8 englnt. 
Two tone. Dual OaS tanks, 
Back seat. 14fla.00 
Cmtwts.d 
C & l Sarvlcso 
$412 Highway 16 West 
"De~Mer Llcenes No. 5731 
I I I b 1 . * . 
outhorles the harvesting of I 
CO0 cubic metres of timber. 
and located et Cornwall inlet 
• Princess Royal IslaM. 
Term: One (!} year. 
Provided anyone who I~ 
mabta to attend the auction. 
In person may submit I 
Isllad tender, to be eper, ed 
at the h~r  of aucti~ and 
~lated as ono bid. 
DOtOIII of the propueed 
Timber Sail Llclnca may be 
d)tsined from the Forest 
PJMlgar at P.O. Box IS9, 
Kltlmat, B.C. V6C 2G7,or the: 
Raglonal Manager, Market 
Race, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
veJ IB9. (o44O) 
~le at labile audlon by the 
Forest Ranger, Kltlmet, 
B.C.at 11:00a.m. on ~e2nd 
day of November,. 1979, a pastries, Vaeh0a does about 
Timber Sale Llcence to 185 million in business a 
; | IM i l l~  Forests .'~. t 
_ "_f~ 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
A TIMBER SALE • 
LICENCE A-!1443 
Pursuant to sectlo~ 16(1) 
~ ~tDf).FQ~M..r~:t, there will 
b i '~er ; Id '~  sail at public 
auction by the Forest 
Ranger Kltlm~ at 11:00e.m. 
m the 2nd day of November :Mx36 two BR modular home 
m 4 foot Cement fouacletim. 1979, • Timber Sale Licorice 
Has 12x12 addlflun and large to Authorize the harvesting 
Patio. Good sized, fully ef 9 190 cubic metres of 
Imdecaped lot. Quiet ares in timber and located In the 
Copper Mountain Sub. Hecate PSYU, DraKa Inlet, 
division. Asking 115,000. Prlncam Royal Island, CR4. 
~law at 3968 Slmpeon Cr. or Term: One (I) Year. 
Fhone 6367023. (pbSO). Provided anyone who ia 
m~Me to attend the auction 
__ . . ..... '" ':' "~ '  p4nlon may lulmllt a 
Per ~aie: 1WI 14x~0 A~mco waled tender, to be opened 
mobile home. Unfwnll~ed. et the hour of auction and 
Set up end skirted In Iocal~ treated as one bid. 
ffallerperk. Ph~a625.9TM,. Details of ttle prol~Md 
(cffn-2.10.79) Timber Sale Licorice may be 
d)talned from the Forest 
Ranger at Box 159, Kltlmat, 
• B.C.VaC2GTortbe Regional 
N~aneger, Market Place, 
MUST SELL IM. Rrlnce Rupert, B.C. VII 1B9. 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 foot (a4-40) 
WlldernUs travel trailer. 
.~aklng $1,500. Viewat Reel 
• Inn Motel. Highway 16 Wsot. 
Last trailer on left. (cAM.2. 
10-79) 
One Blackfoot camper. 
Newly redecorated Inside. 
To view by appointment 
alter $ pm phone 635.3041. 
Los.9o) 
1 
I~aeh ¢o0unWJ Fom~ 
NOTICE INVITING 
APFLICATIONS FOR 
A TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A-I1441 
pursuant o sootkxt 16(1) of 
~le Forsot Act, there will be 
dfered for sale at public 
auction by. the Forest 
Ranger, Kitlmat, B.C. at 
i1:00 m.m. on the 3rid day of 
November, 1979, • Timber 
h ie  Ltcenca to authorize the 
ilrvesting of 12 500 cubic 
metres of t imer  and located 
In the Hecate P.S.Y.U. on 
Cornwall Inlet . Prlncessl 
Royal Island. 
TERM: One (1) year. 
Provided anyone who Is 
mable to attend the auction 
In person may submit a 
ruled tender, to be opened 
at the hour of ouctlun and 
treated as one bid. 
Details of rite propoMd 
Timber Sale Ll¢once may be 
d)talned from the Forsst 
Ranger, Box 159, Kltlmet, 
B.C., VOC 2G7, or the 
Raglmal Manager, Market 
Place, Prince Rupert, B.C. ~ 
WJ lB .  (O4.40) 
SUETRADE TENDERS 
1977 Vanguard motor home. 
GMC chusls. Low mileage, 
Phone 63S~707. (p5-50) 
77 camper and a 69 Dodge 1' 
~n. Fh. d,lS.3322, (otfn.W.3., 
10.~) 
197S Ranger XLT camper 
Ipeclal. PS, PB, aulo, 390 cu. 
In. engine. 43,000 miles. Also 
PC5 Vanguard camper. Both 
unite In good ¢ondltlun. Ph. 
435.~S4 after 6 pm. (p3.SO) 
;7 Camper end e 69 Dodge 1 
ton. Phone 6,15.3322 (off.wed. 
19.no.79) 
'. . , Vends  
Hi) I'm Mona -- your Vends 
Beauty Counsellor. Hesse 
cell me for your cosmetic 
needs & gifts. Thank you. 
Between 9 am - 3 p~. ~ ere requested by 
3591. (p4.90) Jnamar Construction Co. 
Ltd., 
ILW/- 96 Ave., Surrey, B.C. 
DIVORCE V3T 4W2 
S100+flllngfces P.one Mil-d4~, Telex 04 
We prepare your divorce 3&U16 ' for - 
pepers over the ~noe • fast. 
For more Information call Prince Rupert Intermediate 
THE LAWSHOPPEOfJACK; Card Hospital, Prince 
D. JAMES, M.E.A., LI.B Rupert, B.C. 
TOLL FREE 112.000-M3-3635 Cioelns O¢t. 9, W/t 
(in Vancouver area cell d07- Hone at Prince Rupert, 
~M42). Chargax and Terrace, end Prince George 
Mostercherge welcomed, plan rooms, Also A.C.A., 
(At re.thurs...20-09.79) Vancouver. (A2.4,5,O) 
year. 
The firm's factory in Ste. 
Therese, a small community since 1938. 
in Quebec's Bsauce region, The biggest area of growth 
eantl~mout2.Smlllinnsnack now is in Ontario, says 
cakes a day. Nearly 1,I00 Lamontogne, but gains also 
People work in the plant and are being made In the West, 
Its output is sent to 62 depots In Ontario, there always 
in most ports of Canada. has been a market for snack 
It is a great Quebec sue- c~kes but few suppliers were 
sees story and a bigger one available. By the same 
for an area of the province token, most Quebecers have 
where small businesses not been familiar with the 
abound, butter tarts or mincemeat 
Paul Lam0ntagne, the tarts put out by the old 
company's vice-president Flamingoplant. 
and.general manager, says "But once they try them 
the Vachen family had a they like them," says 
pinnoeringvialen. Lamontagne. Vaehon is 
"They started with bread ready to Supply both tarts 
and cakes. Then they saw the and snack cokes everywhere 
market for snack cakes and in Canada. 
got there first." Learning the market b one 
By the time anyone else thing, he says; but once the 
saw the same market in product is developed, 
Quebec, Vachon had locked Vachon is not afraid to 
it up. compete against anyone. 
Today, Lamontague and "Our cost structure makes 
the management a Vachon us very efficient. I think 
andcelinar'scurporatehead V nh0n, as a snock.cake 
office in Montreal think they maker, is as efficient as 
can capture the rest of the anything in North America." 
Thanksgiving wines 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Wine wblte f.able wine to the pen of 
seawnd with Thanksgiving turkey gravy and one table- 
dinner makes a litton8 tosat spoon of cream sherry to the. 
cln,01e~ it complements and 
adds ~e~nce to the meal. It is" quite safe to serve 
.Used as a cooking foods made with wine to 
children, he said, b~me 
the alcohol evaporatea with 
lnsredlent, It gives a 
gourmet touch to traditional 
T~ankegiv~ fare. bsat~¢ 
M~ich wine should you 
saree with roast turkey and 
pumpkin l~e? 
Dieter Guttler, cellar 
master of Jordan and Sto. 
M[che~e Cellars Ltd,, said in 
an interview that since 
turkey and othe~ poultry 
have l~iht meat with a 
delicate flavor, wines that 
complement them best are 
liilhterbudled, fruity and 
fresh-tontinE, but never 
sweet. 
"Sweet wines overpower 
the subtle, savory flavor of 
the bird and should be 
oubeUtuted with a medium. 
sweet or medium dry wine. 
Although his personal 
choice would be a white 
wine, be sireased that color 
is not impol~mt and a red or 
crack l~ reae Is equally 
acceptable. 
"Until quite recently, men 
tended to lxefor red wines 
but white wines new outsell 
reds by a wide margin, 
which sulgeste that men 
prefer white." 
BABY ON AIPPETIZER8 
Mr. Guttlor suggested that 
since Thanksgiving dinner b 
a hearty meal, pre-dinner 
lppe.tlsers hould be ~ht  
sad kept to a mlniraum. 
CrndRea, hitooised pieces 
of raw vegetables served 
with a lilht blue ~eeae or 
harhed ip are ideal, he said. 
"Sherry and vermouth go 
well with these and both 
stimullto the appetite." 
If w ine is tabs ear th  
the meal, should it also be 
used as a flavoring 
iniredient in the food? 
"Meat definitely," said 
Mx. Guttle~. "But with a 
~;ht hand. 
"Wine is llke most other 
cooking Ingredients. It's 
across Canada and in the about the product's en- 
United States. It has been vironmental impact and 
selling Vachon cakes to others are trying toget hem 
Ontario and the Maritimes to.fit ~ t.ots properly. 
meant to enhance the over- 
all flavor, net to dominate it. 
~lways use the exact amount 
for in a recipe, or, if 
M~'re not following e recipe, 
aSd.~emall mounts d wine 
Ind~Re_ after each addi- 
ll®.,, - .  : 
A Hands-on Test: 
Handy for You 
,Figuring the best way to 
make your car run better 
can be a good way for some 
auto technicians to get a 
great rip. 
In a unique program for 
service, technicians, Volvo 
awards the winners of an 
18-month contest with a 
fact-finding study trip to 
AB Volvo in Sweden to 
learn even more about' th.e 
cars they service. That can 
help make all your trips a 
bit easier• 
- The ievel of technology - 
involved in the modern 
automobile-with emission 
controls, systems to achieve 
higher fuel economy and 
sophisticated comfort and 
convenience accesanrtes--Is 
placing ever-increasing de:~ 
man& on the skill and 
knowledge of the '~uto ~. 
motive service technician. 
• The competit ion en- 
courages a" technician to 
meet those demands with 
ease• The contest consists of 
a series of comprehensive 
written examinations end 
hands-on performance t sts 
covering the diagnosis and 
repair of Volvo engines, fuel 
systems, transmissions, 
brakes, suspension, steering 
. and air conditioning• _ _ 
Technicians who excel be- 
come part of the Volvo 
International Service Tech- 
nicalAssocistion established 
three years ago to recognize 
and reward qnality work, 
proper use of diagnostic and 
safety procedures, and the 
ability to find and apply 
technical information con- 
tained in service manuals• 
These master technicians are 
also fully certified by' the 
National Institute for Auto- 
TO give a g~rlaet ouch to motive Service Excellence. 
Thaaklgiving dinner, he All of this can be good for 
suggested adding one you, since the more the 
teaspoon of dry sherry to service technicians know 
each sorvll~j of soup; two about your car, the less you 
tableaPo~ of dry o1" red have to. 
But despite consumer 
grumbling, disposables are 
winning the battle of baby. 
coverage in North Amedca. 
The old-fashioned cloth 
diaper lingers on despite the 
modern competition but 
diaper services have seen 
better days. 
In the 1960s they faced the ' 
decline of the baby boom, 
which saw the number of 
newborns drop to about 
50,000 in 1976 from almost 
500,000 in 1960. 
London-and Toronto-area 
diaper services say they 
have had their markets 
invaded in the 1970s by the 
latest disposable diaper 
apparel, including tailored 
legs and color coordinated 
DISTRICT OF TEIUCE 
TAX SALE 
The following propertlN will again be offered for sela on October 9, 1979 In the 
Monlclpal Council Chambers at the District of Terrace at the hour of tan o'clock In the 
forenoon. The following properties have delinquent taxes esof September 30,1979. 
FOLIO LEGAL DESCRIPTION STREET ADDRESS 
1520.050 Lot 3 Pcl. A Explan. Plan 4166 
Block 12 DL 361 Hen !117 R5 CD 
S031.050 Lot 4 DL 368 Hag,3624 I I  CD 
J 
5455.000 Block S Except Part Subdivided by 
Plan 4178 Plan 3047 DL 369 RS CO 
14002.000 E W Block 11 DL 979 and 980 
Han 1097 RS CD 
16511.000 The N Portion of DL 1745 See 
D.D. 1136-1 RS CD 
WELDER 
Canadian GoIlulose Compeny, Umlted has on Ira. 
mediate vacancy for qualified Wetders at Its Northern 
Pulp Operations In Prince Rupert. 
Applicants must hold • valid P.O. 101 or OPW No. I 
Welding Certificate and preferonoo will be glwm to 
those with a valid DPW No. 3, No. 4, T.I.G. and 
stalnleu steel osrtlflcetN m well as experience In the 
wlP Industry. In addition, appllcante must hevo the 
ability 1O work at height& 
Excellent employee bonefit progrems Include medical, 
e(tmded health, dental, penslm and welfare plans as 
well as an hourly wage of Sll .765 p~ hour. 
Interestnd persons should apply, In wilting, giving 
lartlculara of qualifications and exlNrlanca to: 
W. Ahrena, 
• Indush'lal Relations _Alall laM, 
Canadian GoIluloea Company, LJmlted, 
• P.O. BOX 1000, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
VO.l 2¢1 
~, SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. IMI 
~ (TERRACE) 
i ,  Invites eppllc|}lons for • FULL.TIME Home.school 
• 'CO~'dlnelor f©r the Kltwanga Elementary.Secondary 
School. Ideally the succesetul candidate will: 
"'~i~.*'~ have successfully completed Grade 12 
2. be very knowled.gsebla of the local Indlen Culture 
3. be able to relate well to olemmtery and secondary 
students 
4~ be able to effKtlvely commonlcate and cneperatQ 
with teachers, parents, Band Education Commlffue, 
etC. • ', 
$. be able to folflll the tasks outlined in the dstelled lob 
de~:rlptlon (copy available) 
To apply, please contact 
Mr. M. Deqlsma, 
Blreclor ef Indreoflea 
Box 444 
Terrace, B.C. VIG 4iS 
Phones 511.4911 
Application forms may be obtiJfled It  ~ha RIh~nga 
Elem..Se¢. School, the Klfwanp Band Office or the 
'School Board Office In Terrace. 
DEADLINE FOR #APPLICATIONS- FRIDAY, 
OCTOBER I I ,  IWg. 
"4742 Lakelse Avenue 
4325 Lakotle Avenue 
4506 Little Avenue 
$021 Halllwoll Avenue 
3801 Kalum Lake Drlve 
ACCOUNTING 
TECHNICIANS 
QUESNEL 
Rlgsby, Lea, Barr & Co., Chartered Accountants, have 
vacanclN In their Quesnel office for eiperlanced oc- 
counting technicians whose dutla! will Include writing 
up accounting records, preparation of financial 
statements, proparatloo f Income tax relorna and all 
ether work Incidental to our client accounting service. 
Remuneration offered will be higher than overage and 
will Include medical and dental plane and group In- 
swance as well as aatslonce In meeting removal 
expenses. 
All applications will be treated In strict confidence, 
most Include full details of educational qualifications 
and I~'evloos experience, and should be eddreseed to: 
The Staff Partner, Rigel)y, Lea, E4rr • Co. 
a4S St. IJuront Avenue, 
Guesaol, B.C. V3J 3E1 
a: Brit ish Co lumbia  
Bu i ld ings  Corporat ion  
POSITION AVAILABLE  
TITLE: STORESPERSON GROUP: PROPERTY. 
MANAGEMENT 
LOCATION: TERRACE DEPARTMENT: REGION4 
OPEN TO 6OTH MALE AND FEMALE AP- 
PLICANTS. 
DUTIES: 
Employees In this function are required to carry out 
the general muting dutln In o storeroom: fill orders 
from stock; transport articles to end from the stores; 
load or unload, sort and place artldea on shelves; 
maintain and update accurate crock accounting 
records; perform periodic Inventory thecks and 
reconcile to stock records; ensure the stores and 
working areal are maintained In • clean end orderly 
mnditlm. Parterres clerical fmcttona and other 
related work es required. 
GUALI F ICAT IONS: 
Education equivalent to GradeI0. A good knowledge of 
material heeling or warehoose proceduru wHhln a 
malntanenca-constructlon environment preferred. 
Someetoree or warehouse axlNr lance. Ability to follow 
qxldflc Instructions and exercise tact. Ability to 
merata office aqulpmmt preferred. Most possess • 
wild 6.C. Drlvar's LIosnw. 
SALARY: 
'i $1100 - S1214 per month. | percent Incresue will be 
appltsd subject to Unlm ratification. 
SEND APPLICATIONS TO: 
Mr. Kon Eastman, 
Bulldln0 Manager, 
Brltlah Golumbla lulldMga CsoTm'atlon, 
Kalth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. Vl~ IK7 
APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED ON OR 
BEFORE OCTOBER 5th, lt~P BEFORE 4:30 P.M. 
Ihlge 1O, The Horakl, Thursday, October 4, 197Y 
:: ,: ) i I • 
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The Wednesday night Tlmbermen game's outstanding ptaye"  ~, evening, stopping twice as many shots as he allowed in the Tim- 
Dave Sharpe and Rou Marleau, go one ou one with 8harps collecting bermen's 10-5 wln over the CP Air uuudogs. . _ 
his hat trick. Marleau was left alone several t ime, during the Photo oV ann Schaffer 
• IN  EXHIB IT ION 
Tlmbermen axe Bulldogs 
By DON SCHAFFER majority of the first. Once pulled Marleau out of the net Cliff Flury assisting on James, each with two goal 
Herald Staff Writer they establisned control, after getting the breakaway James' second of the night and an assist, and of course 
Last night's Terrace though, it wasn't long before pass andalipped it home free ~ter..a .g.o~-m.outh - ~rem. the ` put-upon .Marl_e.au, 
Timbermen - CP Air they poshed the ecore to 44}. at6:20. . . me. At 11.:51 me nun. nags without wno m.,tn.e '.rim- 
Bulldogs game ended with a Lynton brought the puck . This.trlggere_.~ .a final m).x _got the 10-5 goa~..on, a Dermen.. coma m~e~y nave 
10.5 score, past the centre red line and uurry Dy .me Tunnerme.n, m ca a on z nreax, comnmmg scoreo z.we re.ore goa~s.. 
There were times that the slid a crisp pass to Sharp on who scored two more goals with casper ana ,4oo ~'or me wamers, ~arpe 
Timhermen looked that much the opposite wing, who in the next I:30. Greg ve_aeeck. . . . . . .  bad thr~ goans, and.two 
better than the Bulldogs, skated tn alone, deked Morgan got the hat trick by "L~e game xmumeu wun aasmts, Morgan naa mrne 
who were minus several Marleau who had to come scoring both ten seconds ~me excitement, as the goals and an assist, and 
players who are making the out to atop him, and shot the apart.. The.first was from a Timbers.on found them- Stanley. stood out  as a 
trip toAustrallia. However, puckinunmo[estedatS:14ot cr as-me lee~ xrom l~en- se~vea normanaeo axter pmyma~er netung mree 
there were other times that the second, nedy, and the second on a Kennedy drew a tripping assists. Brad Riley also 
made one wonder exacdy 
which side was supposed to 
be in the lead. 
The Timbermen, coming  
off two lopsided losses over 
the weekend, looked sloppy 
and disorganized in the first 
period. They did manage to 
come out of the period with a 
3-0 lead, which doesn't say 
much for the play of the 
Bulldogs, who were badly 
outshot and owed the 
closeness of the final score to 
spectacular goaltend/ng by 
Ron Marlean. 
Giving the Bulldogs the 
benefit of their sRuation, 
though, they were short 
several players. Showing off 
the uniforms that they will 
be wearing to Australlia on 
an exhibition series, they 
played without several 
players from other cities 
which will eventually make 
up the team. 
The first period mean. 
dered aimlessly for the first 
four minuites, with only one 
shot on goal by the Tim- 
bermen's Mike Mowat, who 
was given the puck in front of 
the Bulldog's net but didn't 
get a good shot away. The 
first goal was scored by 
Doug Listen, who drilled in a 
slapshot from a Joe Smoley 
pass at 4:13. Harold Box was 
in the penalty box for trip- 
ping at the time. Dave 
£harpe scored the second 
goal when Marlenu made 
just about his only mistake of 
the night, Juggling a Gord 
Cochrane shot and dropping 
it for the razor-sharp Sharpe 
to pop in behind him. Greg 
Morgan also drew an assist 
on the goal, at 6:45, 
Timberman Rick Kennedy 
drew a penalty for tripping 
at 7:52, which allowed the 
team to display some good 
penalty killing, especially 
from Linton and Brad Riley, 
who was ejected from the 
game in the second period 
for disputing an offside call 
too vigourously. 
The Timbermen made the 
score 3-0 at 14:40 on a Grog 
Morgan goal. Blair Prit- 
chard won the draw, getting 
the puck to Kennedy who 
passed it to Morgan. Morgan 
wasted no time with the 
slapshot, aken from the top 
of the laceoff circle. 
Grant Casper, an offensive 
standout for the Bulldogs 
throughout the game, had a 
good chance toward the end 
of the period when he 
narrowly missed the net with 
a siaphot that beat 
goaltender Gerry Lamm~g 
cleanly. 
Blair Pritchard had the 
last good chance of the 
period on a neat passing play 
that Marleau had to he very 
quick to stop. Mike Mowat 
finished off the stats in the 
first period by taking a 
cronechecking penalty with 
one second left. This allowed 
the Bulldogs to obtain and 
maintain momentum over 
the first four minutes of the 
second period. 
The Timbermen were 
being outskated uring the 
heginisg of the second, a 
sharp contrast to the 
Seven mInutes later at 
12:29, Rick Kennedy upped 
the Tlmbermen's lead to 5-0 
after a lengthy period where 
the T-man forced Marleau to 
make at least six spec- 
taculer saves. The Bulldogs 
defense had collapsed 
completely, and Marleau 
was the only factor which 
kept the game from being a 
complete wipeout, The 
Timhermen had had three 
clear.cut scoring chances in 
the seconds immediately 
preceding Kennedy's goal, 
which was assisted by Chris 
Hyiand and Smoley. 
They appeared to collapse 
after this fits'y, and CP Air 
took control of the play as 
Casper tipped in a shot from 
Miller to get their initial 
goal. Seas James also drew 
an assist on the play, only 11 
seconds after Kennedy's shot 
ot 12:40. 
James got off a nice 
backhand directly in front of 
Lamming which resulted in 
a nice atop, after which the 
Thnhermen came back and 
scored the 6-1 goal at 13:25. 
Smoley fed a pass to 
Cechrane, who took o hard 
shot from 40 feet that 
Marleau let take a rebound 
right onto the stick of Mc- 
Vey, who then slipped it 
between Marlsau's legs. 
Some good end-to-end 
action followed this, with 
Linton a~ain forcing 
Marlcau into a terrific save. 
At 15:01 Casper made the 
score @2 when he in- 
tercepted an errant pass and 
charged own the loft wing, 
drilling a hard shot past 
Lamming. 
The Thnbermen applied 
more pressure onto the 
overworked Marleau, who 
robbed Pritehard on a 
heeaksway at 15:28. Prit- 
chard charged down the 
right wing and let go a high 
hard shot that was headed 
straight for the top comer. 
After more good enckto.nnd 
hockey, Timbecmen forced 
Marleau to make several 
more good saves before 
Coehrane drew an in- 
t~erence call from referee 
Wayne Braid. CP Air failed 
to capitalize dramatically, 
when Sbarpo got his hat- 
trick on an unassisted 
shorthanded breakawey 
goal, only seven seconds 
after the call at 17:t7. The 
period ended with more hard 
skating from both teams. 
For the third period, the T- 
men made a customary 
exhibitlon-aame goaltender 
change, putting Tiber 
Mender in the nets. The pace 
of the third period was much 
slower than that of the 
second, but this wasn't 
Mandur's fault. 
Dan Follwcll scored the 
third period's first goal at 
3:11. Harold Box flipped the 
puck to Fallwell, who really 
drilled the shot past Mandur 
to make the score 7-3. 
~arpe drew a roughing 
penalty 22 seconds later, but 
wthing came of it. After 
returnln8 to play, ~arpe 
drew an assist on a pretty 
goal by Pritchard, who 
omtering pass from S~oley call, and Pritchard had 
behind the net. Mike Mowat himself ejected for 
assisted on the second goal. protesting a roughing call. 
The times were 7:40 and This left the T-men two men 
7:50. short for almost wo minutes 
Dave Sharps missed a and a man short for the rest 
hreakaway chance at 8:45, of the game. Nothing came 
after which the Bulldogs ofit, andthegameendedl0.5 
nested the last two goals of Timbermen. 
the period. Perseverance got Individual standouts for 
them the t0-4 goal at 9:40, the losers were Casper and 
NHL EX. 
played well until being 
thrown out. 
There is still some work to 
he done in the Tlmhermen's 
time before the season 
starts, but they are showing 
improvement and could 
easily become a very good 
team. Future exhibition 
games include one in 
Smithers on Sunday. 
Bruins edge Habs 
Rookie defenceman Ray Minnesota North Stars beat 
Bourque grew up cheering Edmonton Oilers 6-4, 
for the Canadiens in his Washington Capitals edged 
native Montreal, but now, at Philadelphia Flyers 4.3, New 
18, he's happy to be with York Islanders downd 
Boston Bruins. Quebec Nordiques 6-2, 
"Boston is a great team Atlanta Flames beat he U.S. 
and l'm,,heppy to be with Olympic team 6-I, St. Louis 
Boston, the 16-year-old Blues nipped Pittsburgh 
Bourque said Wednesday Penguins 3.2 and Los Angels 
nightafter breaking away in Kings tied 5-5 with Colorado 
the second period for a short. Rockies. 
handed goal which lifted the After goals by Jean 
Retells on a power play and 
Tom Seagirt, Bnnrqse gave 
the Bruin, a 3-I lead with his 
brcakaway score. 
Montreal's Bob Gainey 
beat Gllles Gilbert for a goal 
in the first period, while 
ReJean Honle added another 
goal for the Canadiens 
Bruins to a 3-2 victory over 
Montreal In a National 
Hockey League exhibition 
game. 
In other games, Van- 
couver Canucks defeated 
Winnipeg Jets 3-1, Toronto 
Maple Leafs blanked 
Chicago Black Hawks 5-0, 
SPORTS COMMENT 
By DON SCHAFFER 
I know, I know. Jim Taylor doesn't work for the Sun 
anymore. He works for the Province. 
But let's be fair. He worked for the Sun for as long as 
I 've been able to read, and I still see his smiling face in 
the paper every day, Now he works for a smaller 
paper, and he still has a bigger staff than me. 
I 'd still like to find out about your group's event, 
before and after they take place. I promise I'l l he 
more careful with your scores than I was with 
Taylor's address. 
Speaking of scores, the three extra-inning .am~ 
that have been played so far in the National ana 
American league playoffs prove that, if the leagues 
haven't achieved parity throughout each division, 
then at least the best teams are as close to equal as 
they can be. 
The Reds and Pirates.rut on the two best baseball 
games I have seen in years. Although the Pirates won 
beth, either game could have been taken by the Reds 
and in fact the Reds could be where the Pirates are 
right in the catbird seat. 
By the look of the Angels-Orioles series o far, it will 
be just as close. The teams in these playoffs are so 
even that you would have to be a fool to bet on either 
series. Of course, some people never learn. 
If you don't have cable, make friends with someone 
who does. If you dozput he tube on Channel 2, sit back 
and enjoy some of the most exciting baseball there is. 
The great bali might explain the poor turnout at the 
Timberrnen-CP Air Bulldogs game last night. 
Although the game was a bit ragged, it was oc- 
casionally very good, with momenta of great passing 
and good goaltendlng mixed with liberal doses of 
sloppy play on both sides. 
It was just an exhibition game. Nevertheless, both 
teams deserve more attention from the area~s hockey 
fans than they got last night. There were more people 
at the intrasquad scrimmage two Sundays ago. Let s 
get out and support our hockey clubs. We can't really 
expect hem to win if there is no-one in the building to 
cheer. 
against rookie goalie Yves 
Belanger in the third period. 
Defenceman Kevin Mc- 
Carthy set up all three goals 
to lead Vancouver over 
Winnipeg. 
Jets took a 1.0 load on a 
power play goal by Lame 
Stammler midway through 
the first period but Don 
Lever tied the game with the 
first of his two goals before 
the period ended. Lever and' 
Ran Sedlebauer scored I~ the 
third period to give the 
Canucks the win. 
Mike Palmateer and Jiri 
Crha combined for Toronto's 
first ehutont of the exhibition 
season, turning aside 16 
shots in beating the Black 
Hawks. 
Mark Kirton, Lanny 
McDoanld, Laurie Bosch- 
man, John Anderson and 
Rocky Saganiuk scored for 
Toronto. 
Rnn Zanussi scored his 
sixth goal in five games to 
lead Minnesota •over Ed- 
'monten. Glen Sharpley, Kim 
Young, KentErik Andersson, 
Bad Maxwell and Fred 
Ahern also scored for the 
North Stars. Edmonton got 
goals from Dave Lumiey, 
Ran Areshenkoff, John 
Gould and Wayne Gretzky. 
Mike Gartner scored twice 
to pace Washington over 
Philadelphia. 
Paul Rausse scored the 
winner early in the third 
period with other the 
Washington goal by Mark 
Lofthouse. Ken Linesman, 
Dennis Ververgnert and 
Gary Morrlspn added the 
other Washington goals. 
The Islanders spotted 
Quebec a 24} lead before 
roaring back with six 
unanswered goals. 
g ii V ,h' raid 
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Orioles take the lead 
BALTIMORE (AP) - -  
Baltimore Orioles, who tend 
to finish their games with a 
flourish, can't be accused of 
starting slowly in post- 
aoasen competition. 
When John Lewes,toSs hit 
a t~o-out, X0th-inning pinch 
homer to give Baltimore a 6- 
3 victory over California 
Angels on Wednesday night, 
it marked the Orioles' 37th 
late-inning comeback 
triumph of the season. 
It gave Baltimore a 14} 
lead in the best-of-five 
American League chsm- 
pionship series while ex- 
tending to lO the Orioles' 
erring of first-game victories 
in playoff and World Series 
baseball action, 
The series continued here 
today with 23-game winner 
Mike Flsnagan pitching for 
the Orioles against 10-game 
winner Dave Frost. 
"When they open the door 
for us, we're going to step 
through," said Doug 
DeCinces, who clngled to 
launch the winning rally. 
"That's one ofthe things that 
has made us successful all 
year. A team can't let 
upegaiast us for a minute or 
we'ilf lnd a way to beat 
them." 
Lowenste in ,  used 
sparingly after severely 
spraining his left ankle on 
Aug. 9, batted for Mark 
Belanger after California 
manager Jim Fregoai or- 
dered an intentional walk to 
AI Bumbry. 
In his first appearance in 
post-season play, Lewes- 
stein hit the first pinch 
homer in AL playoff history. 
During the regular season, 
he hit 11 homera nd drove in 
34 runs in 197 times at bat. 
On an 0-2 pitch from 
reliever John Montague, the 
le f t -handed bat t ing '  
Loweastein sliced an op- 
poait~fleld drive that barely 
reached the left-field 
bleacher seats near the foul 
pole. 
Montague came in at the 
start of the eighth after 
starter Nolan Ryan 
developed cramps in his 
right calf. 
Lowenetein hit only ,217 as 
a pinch.hitter during the 
regular seseon, with five hits 
and one run batted in. But 
manager Earl Weaver, who 
relies on even the most 
esoteric of statistics, noted 
that Lowenstein was one-for- 
one against Montague 'this 
season. 
Fregoai said Montague 
didn't hrow a bad pitch, but 
that a Stiff wind had blown 
the ball back into fair 
territory. 
The California manager 
also contended that second 
baseman Bobby Grieh had 
misjudged a pop fly by 
DeCinces in the third, 
allowing DeClnces to reach 
aecoM. 
With that opening, the 
Orioles scored two unearned 
runs on a double byRlck 
Dempsey and a single by 
 e ger. 
The two runs offset the 
driven in by California's 
Ford on a first.inning 
homer and a tldrd-lnulng 
double, 
The Orioles went ahead 3-2 
on a fourth-ianing sacrifice 
fly by DeCinces, but the 
Angels pulled even in the 
sixth on a run-searing double 
by Grich. 
Ryan, with a 5-13 record 
against Baltimore, struck 
out five of the first six bat- 
ters he faced and tied a .......... 
major.league playclf record 
by fanning the first four. 
The winning pitcher was 
former Montreal Expos 
reliever Don Stanhoues, who 
hurled the final inning in 
relief of starter Jim Palmer. 
"TboExpesdidmeafav0r Stanhouse grinned, stroking 
when they traded me to is moustache. "Earl Weaver 
Baltimore a year  ago," has a way with pitchers." 
Pirates command 
CINCINNATI (AP) .-- The Reds scored a run 
Pittsburgh Pirat'@. took the second ~ on singles 
hemea2.0 lend in the~-  by Don Drinasen end Ra.y 
five •National LeagUe Knlghtandasaerlficeflyey 
championship seflee with the Idtoher Frank Past(re. 
Reds, but players on beth Cincinnati tied it in the 
sides agreed the ptayd~s ninth en consecutive doubles 
ceuldJustanessilyst~ndata by pinch-~tter Hclty Cruz 
game apiece- or ~ for Cin- andCcltiu. 
clanaU. With the m tied, one out 
ThePfratseeseapedwitha and two men on base, Don 
3.2 victory in 10 inninp Robinson cmna in to.hut off 
Wednesday, aided by a the Reds by stdklng out 
controversial call on a DaveCeacepetonandM.nm~ 
fielding play that set up a George Fester to ground out 
Pittsburgh score in the f t f~ to second Imm. 
hminsee~n~, d.baes The Reck used four Pit- 
ump~z Frank ehem, with reliever Dang 
Pulll ruled that a bail hit by Bair getting the loss. 
Pirates shortstop .Phil Robinson, the sixth and final 
Garner touched the 'turf Pittsburgh p/toher, was the 
before right finid~ Dsve winner. 
Collins reached it with a Mike LaCmm, 14-8 during 
sliding catch, the regular season, was 
" I  did make the cateh," in- expected to start for can: 
clmmti n the third game o~ 
slated Collks, who argued the series Friday. Tanner 
hts case with PullS. "I said: 
• 'If I hadn't caught the ball, I said Bert Blyleven, l~-S, 
wouldn't have come up wouldstartfortbePiratmsa 
showing it to you.'" they attempt o secure a 
"I saw the play all the World Series .berth. 
way," countered PullS, 
"There was no doubt about 
It', either .toh er co t . ,on l lo rs  
catch, forget about the 
Ixsp." 
Garner went o second on a 
sacrifice and scored what at 
that'thne was the go-ahead 
run on a double by Tim Foil. 
"Every game seem to be 
like thin," sighed Foil, who 
had single-d and, cored 
Pittsburgh's first run. Dave 
Parker supplied the winning 
run with a single in the lOth 
inning. 
"I guess they felt they'd 
rather challenge me than 
pitch to (Willie) Stargeli," 
Psrk~' u/d,'" reaal l l~ 4hat 
st~dell t~edt the ' lS~b~u 
threc-run homer Tuesday 
night. "It's virtually im- 
possible for them to beat us 
three atraight in Pitt,- 
is in 
the lead 
BUENOS AIRES (AP) --  
Victor Peccl of Pernguty 
and Jimmy Conners took the 
lead in a round-robin indoor 
tennis tournament Wed- 
no,day n~t  with victodm 
over Ilie Nantase and 
Oulilermo V~s.  
POCCl and Naatsse, d i~- 
man~; mire well matobed 
until the I lth game ed the 
first set when Nutase blew 
his service to fall behind 5.6, 
then lest ~e  Set when Peccl 
held service. Peccl wen 74, 
0.4. 
Nobody has ever lost the Pscci broke urvice in the 
first two playoff games and seventh game and went on to 
wen the series, but the Reds win in 77 minutes before 
said they would come back. 8,000 spectators including 
"We'll be the first club to Romanian Ambassador 
do it," Collins predicted. "I 
believe it can be done." Alpoatol Gheorghiu. 
"We got our hacks to the Conners tnek a little more 
wall, but we'll Just go out and than an hour to boat Vilas 6. 
play the game," said Ray 2, 0-3 and hand the Argentine 
Knight. "This pme can his second efeat against no 
change instantly as lOdngc as wins in the four-player 
you keep from getting own tournament. 
on youriclf." Cennors and Pecei, both 
Cincinnati owned the with 14} records, piny this 
• afternoon. Nastaes, who is I- Pirates in Pittabur~ during 
the regular season, winning I, pkys Coenorem and Psecl 
five qf the six games there, plays Visas tonight. The two 
including a threegame with the best records play 
~I~ Just after the allstar placeFridayprlze.f°r th  $10,000. first 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
TUNE.UP 
not morethan 
$40.53' $51,11 99.36 
PLUS TAX • 
4 cyhnde'l 6 cvhnder 9 ¢yhnder 
0, j Replace Spark Plugs 
IgmlroPi poInls 
Condenser. Rotor 
wdh new Motorcrafl paMs 
Adjust Itming carbure or and belts 
Check Distributor cap. coor4n O 
spark ptug wJres. Cod, PCV 
Valve 
alr biter and gasohne Idle, 
Parts and labour mclucled 
Terrace Men Ford Sales Ltd. 
4531 Kedh Ave. 136.4N4 
!:'::~1:: :L '.~'~:::: 111:111::'::1:11111:::: : : :" 11:1111:::1:11:::::::11:1::: 1 :.:.:.:.::: 1:  1~1.:::::1 11" ::'.~! 
Kai|hts of C01iB|as 
"GIANT BINGO" 
$1,000.00 MAIN PRIZE 
Binlo Every First Saturday el Each Modb 
$100.00 Deer Prize at Each Binl[e 
10th Game S500.00 If won In S0 numl~'s or lees, decreasing $1N.00 a number to 61N.00. 
8:00 p.m. at Veritas Hall- October 6th 
